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In 1992 the City of Nashua suffered the loss of a very dedicated employee. Ken
Sheehan.
Ken was employed by the City of Nashua as the Superintendent ofAdministration and
had held that position since October 1 7, 1983.
Ken attended Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania.
His favorite project was the Solid Waste Enterprise Fund. He was instrumental in
bringing the Public Works Division up to the 90's in regard to the implementation of
the Personal Computer based system.
His sudden passing left a void in the staff of the Public Works Department. As a
commitment to his foresight, the department will continue to strive to be one of the
most progressive departments in the country.
INTRODUCTION
This 139th Municipal Government Report for the City of Nashua has been compiled through the
efforts of local public officials, to serve as a permanent record of the past year. We hope that
you will find it interesting and informative.
Your questions and comments regarding any of the information contained in this report are















The General Assembly of Massachusetts granted a Charter to the
township of Dunstable
The Province of New Hampshire granted a Charter to the township
of Dunstable (in New Hampshire)
Name of Dunstable changed to Nashua
Nashua divided:
Nashville: North Side of River
Nashua: South Side of River
Town Hall completed
Nashville united with Nashua and received City Charter
Area of City
4 Lane State Highway
Length of Streets and Roads
2 Lane State Highway
















Nashua Horse Railway started.
Electric Lights installed in stores only.
First Electric Street Railway Service Electrified.
Street Railway Service Electrified.
City Farm sold, became Nashua Country Club.
Nashua White Way Installed.
Spring Street School destroyed by fire.
Dedication of new High School on Spring Street.




























Daniel Webster Highway opened.
Main Street widened from West Pearl to Hollis Street.
Nashua Main Street Bridge destroyed by fire.
New Main Street Bridge built.
Nashua celebrated 75th Anniversary as a City.
Crown Hill fire.






Main Street widened from Main Street Bridge to the Southerly line of Montcalm Building.
Airport dedicated at Boire Field.
Parking meters installed.
Federal Public Housing for Veterans of World War 11 (80 units).
Merrimack River flood control project completed.
Dike-Pump House.
South of Lake Street Pump House.




"Red Wing Express" (Montreal to Boston), wrecked at Bridge Street Crossing, near Union
Street - one killed, twenty-one injured.
"Twin Blizzards".
"Blizzard" (one death).




























Statue of Major General John G. Foster relocated.
1903 Time Capsule at Foster Square opened for the first time in 75 years, and a new
capsuled sealed and placed next to the relocated statue of Major General John Gray Foster.
Municipal Parking Garage opened to the public.
Nashua District Courthouse and Municipal Parking Garage dedicated.
Mine Falls Park Project recipient of 1979 N.H. Outstanding Civil Engineering
Achievement Award: pedestrian bridge selected by the American Society of Civil
Engineers for an Award of Merit by the American Institute of Steel Construction.
Police Station and BPW Garage dedicated.
Amherst Street School Gym dedicated to Tony Marandos.
Passenger rail service between N.H. and Boston begun.
Abbott-Spaiding House listed in National Register of Historic Places.
North Little League ball field near Amherst Street School named for the late Robert H.
Murray, Sr., former major league baseball star.
Demolition of Arlington Street School started; demolition completed September 17, 1980.
Dedicated Xavier House, 34 unit Housing for the Elderly.
Nashua Jewish Community marks 20th anniversary of opening of Raymond Street Temple.
Dr. Norman Crisp School dedicated (Arlington Street).
Arel Manor Dedicated, Housing for Elderly with 110 units.
Temple Street School and James B. Crowley School closed.
Laton House celebrates 100th Anniversary.
Indian Head National Bank marks 130th Anniversary.
Main Street United Methodist Church celebrates sesquicentennial Aimiversary.
Demolition of Public Works Garage on East Hollis Street begun.
Nashua Telegraph celebrates its sesquicentennial.
Goodwill Building, comer Main and E. Pearl Streets, renovated; Now known as City
Plaza.


























A three-year lease was signed bringing the Double AA Baseball League to Nashua,
permitting the Holyoke Millers to become the Nashua Angels for the 1983 Eastern League
Season.
Senior Center, 70 Temple Street, dedicated.
Youth benefactor Lawrence C. Elliott's statue dedicated at City Plaza, Main Street.
Rededication of the newly renovated Nashua City Hall.
Dedication by the Exchange Club of Nashua of the Freedom Shrine in the third floor
auditorium.
Temple Street Manor, former Temple Street Elementary School, now 43 units of Housing
for the Elderly, dedicated.
Nashua Pirates replaced the Nashua Angels in becoming the Double AA Baseball team in
the Eastern League.
Street light conversion begun.
Hellenic Circle dedicated (junction Walnut, Chestnut, and Central Streets).
CityBus, Nashua's new transit system, began operations.
Alan Soifert Playground at Mine Falls Park dedicated.
City Hall Office hours changed to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except Saturdays and Sundays.
Dedication of maintenance and office building at Nashua Municipal Airport to Airport
Manager Kenneth Howe.
Hurricane "Gloria".
Dedication of the Robie Park, Spit Brook Road.
Elm Street Garage dedication.
Elm Street Garage officially opened.
Power began flowing from the new Mines Falls Hydro-Electric Plant.
Nashua, the only city or town in New Hampshire to computerize the Vehicle Registration
process.
The Pheasant Lane Mall opened (150 stores).
J.F. Kennedy statue returned to its original location in front of City Hall.
Dedication of the Park Recreation Building on 100 Concord Street. Na.shua, NH.















Dedication of Playing Fields at Mine Falls Park to Marine Sgt. Allen H. Soifert.
Rededication of Elm Street Junior High School Auditorium.
Nashua Center for the Arts officially transferred to local developer John Stabile.
New transit fleet for the CityBus Company arrives.
Conveyance of the former James B. Crowley School to the Nashua Adult Learning Center,
Inc.
Arts & Science Center changes its name to the Nashua Center for the Arts.
Lights installed at soccer and Softball fields at Mine Falls Park.
Residence Tax repealed.
John P. Howe and Sally Howe Bixby gave a Gift of Land on Broad Street to be known
as the "Howe Wildlife Sanctuary".
Ground breaking ceremonies for the new Junior High School
on Henri Burque Highway.
Money Magazine designated Nashua and its surrounding communities as the most livable
area in the United States. Nashua #1 City.
Sister City relationship established with An Sung, South Korea.




1991 November: City Vehicle Registration Office began issuing license plate decals for State of New
Hampshire.
1992 January 31: City Clerk's Office relocated to Elm Street side of City Hall.
1992 February 18: New Ward Boundaries were established.





2. Freeman S. Rogers
3. Thomas W. Gillis
4. Albin Beard
5. Aaron W. Sawyer
6. George Bowers
7. Hiram T. Morrill
8. Edward Spalding





12. Jotham D. Otterson
13. Dana Sargent
14. Seth D. Chandler
15. Frank A. McKean
16. George H. Whitney
17. Charles Williams
18. William H. Cook
19. Charles Hoiman
20. Benjamin Fletcher,Jr
21. Alfred M. Norton
22. John A. Spalding
23. James H. Tolles
24. Charles H. Burke






Friends and fellow Nashuans,
I want to begin my remarks by congratulating all the elected officials who have just taken their
oaths of office and to thank them for their commitment to our city.
Two years ago, I walked onto this stage as a newly elected Alderman who had never been
involved in politics and who, quite honestly, didn't know what to expect in my coming term in
office. Since January of 1990, extraordinary changes have occurred, both in Nashua and the
world.
The Berlin Wall has been torn down; the face of Eastern Europe has been rebuilt; and the Soviet
Union no longer exists as we knew it, changes that are almost unbelievable for people of our
generation.
In Nashua, we are gripped by a frightening recession; we have experienced a successful citizens'
referendum; we have seen more women elected to the Board of Aldermen than at any time in our
city's history. And, significantly, Nashua has its first bearded Mayor since 1894!
The irony of the past two years is that our one constant has been change.
Today, with the inauguration of Nashua's 96th city government, we begin the process of
implementing the changes endorsed by the voters in the November 5th and December 10th
elections.
During the campaign 1 often repeated my belief that I have earned a reputation as a political
leader who takes the time to listen to the people. Today I want the people of Nashua to know
that I have heard their expressions of concern over rising taxes, and I will do everything possible
to keep taxes in check. I owe that to you.
At the same time, we must, and will, look at the delivery of city services through fresh eyes and
with a concentration on the people of Nashua as our customers. Increased efficiency and
productivity must be the goals of all city employees.
Ours is a world in which many old ways of doing business have been discredited, and city
government must be managed with the objective of continuous improvement.
Mayor Donchess began the review of long-range plans for solid waste disposal, and he
championed the city's involvement in the creation of the Nashua Economic Development Initiative
that holds much promise for diversifying our economic base and insulating us from future
economic crises. Of course, these commitments to change will be continued and intensified.
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Environmental leaders have already begun to work closely with business and government to
facilitate such critical projects as the widening of Route 3.
Partnerships among business, government, and environmentalists, which were often cited during
the campaign as goals of my administration, are already becoming evident and represent a healthy
trend towards understanding and accommodation among previously antagonistic factions.
I have often referred to education as a patriotic issue. We cannot compete successfully in the
world economy unless we become more involved as a community in the improvement of our
educational system. I intend to work closely with our new board of Education, and its new
President, to intensify our pursuit of educational excellence.
And I call on all of you to involve yourselves in our school system by attending Board of
Education meetings, by joining the PTO, or by volunteering your time and resources to Nashua's
schools.
Education will be a key to attracting the new business and industry on which we will rely to
expand our economic base. And educational innovation must be driven by the involvement, and
partnership, of parents, teachers, and administrators.
Our country and our state are in an economic condition that leaves many of us discouraged about
the future. But for a person with a positive outlook, problems present opportunities. I believe
that there is no better time in the life of a community to work for positive change than when that
community is in economic crisis.
As we work toward the revitalization of Nashua's economy, we must remember that the
fundamentals are in place.
We have a solid, well-educated workforce. We have plenty of commercial, industrial, and
residential real estate. We have good schools. We offer excellent city services. We have
demonstrated that we are a community that cares about environmental protection.
And we have earned a reputation as a city that is cautious and conservative in its financial
approach.
Our future as a city must not be determined by others. Our actions as a united community will
decide how strongly and on what timetable we emerge from this economic downturn.
I'm excited about working with the new Board of Aldermen and Aldermanic President Phil
Grandmaison to address these problems; together we can implement the positive changes that ill
mold our future.
The challenges we face will test our resources. Our spirit and our resolve are already on trial.
It is my belief, my conviction, that our community possesses the resilience and the will to unite
behind her political leaders and emerge from this economy as a stronger city.
Through our common efforts we can create a new vision that is built on the experience of our
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seniors, the enthusiasm of our youth, and the passion and commitment of all Nashuans who
worked for change during the past election.
We cannot, by ourselves, reverse the region's economic decline. But we can, and under the
leadership of Nashua's 96th city government we will, work as partners to make this city a model
of community involvement and self-determination.
I ask for the help and energy of those of you who worked hard to gain elective office. One of
the side benefits of this election campaign is that we have been reminded of the extraordinary
vitality and commitment of our fellow Nashuans.
I ask the citizens of our city to join me, to join us, in working for the positive change that will
restore the economic health and strengthen the social fabric of the city we love. Ours is not a
world of problems, but a world of opportunities.
As of today, let us unite and seize the initiative to make the future what we want it to be.
January 5, 1992
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PHILIP J. GRANDMAISON
PRESIDENT, BOARD OF ALDERMEN













PRESroENTS, BOARD OF ALDERMEN
1915-1919 George H. Alley
1920-1921 Fred E. Taggart
1922-1925 Edwin Morey
1926-1927 Wilbert Blanchard
1928-1929 Henry A. Lagasse
1930-1931 Walter E. Grant
1932-1933 Charles H. Parker
1934-1935 Walter E. Grant
1936-1937 Joseph A.Therriault
1938-1939 Eugene H. Lemay
(Elected Mayor 2/14/39)
1939 Joseph E. Houde
(Elected on 2/14/39)
1940-1941 Edward R. Benoit
1942-1943 Walter B. Mason
1944-1945 Edward R. Benoit
1946-1947 Lester H. Burnham
1948-1949 Henry J. Ouellette
1950-1953 Conrad H. Bellavance
1954-1955 Michael J. Dell Isola
1956-1957 Francis LaFlamme
1958-1959 Wilfred Pelletier
1960-1961 Thomas J. Leonard Jr.
1962-1963 Henry J. Fortin
1964-1967 Francis LaFlamme
1968-1971 Maurice L. Arel
1972-1975 Donald L. Ethier
1976-1977 Alice L.Dube
1978-1979 Donald L. Ethier
1980-1981 Donald C. Davidson
1982-1985 Thomas B. Kelley
1986-1987 Cad Andrade
1988-1991 Thomas B. Kelley
1992- Philip J. Grandmaison
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF
OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
The fiscal year which began on July 1, 1991 and ended on June 30, 1992 saw many changes
among city's elected officials.
In addition to the election of an Alderman, Rob Wagner, as Mayor, four new faces appeared on
the Board of Aldermen at the January Inauguration (Katherine Hersh, Tracy Hatch, Claire
McGrath and Norman Tremblay) and one former Alderman was reelected to the Board (Edgar
Lewis). The five women serving on the Board was the most in city history. The year also saw
the transfer of Aldermanic President duties to me after Thomas Kelley finished his fourth term
as President. Board Vice-President duties went from Thomas Magee to Joyce Arel.
With the election of several new members, the Board lost 54 years of service through the
departures of Carl Andrade, Richard LaRose, Donald Dyer, William Marcoux and Jerome
Arcaro.
In March, I had the honor of leading a delegation of Aldermen to the National League of Cities
Annual City/Congressional Conference in Washington, D.C. The delegation included Ann
Ackerman, Ramsay McLauchlan and Tracy Hatch.
Among the legislative achievements during the year were (1) new ward boundaries following
results of the federal census, (2) a contract for economic development services with the Greater
Nashua Chamber of Commerce, (3) contract extension with the Nashua Center for the Arts
allowing the Holman Stadium Concert Series, (4) bonding authorization for additions/renovations
to Birch Hill and Main Dunstable Elementary Schools and (5) regulation of the location of
sexually-oriented businesses.
The Board's appreciation goes out to Aldermanic Assistant Bertha Landry for continued service
and to City Clerk Eleanor Benson and Deputy Clerk Patricia Lucier for their support of Board
activities.
Respectfully submitted,
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Nashua Board of Aldermen
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BOARD OF ALDERMEN
1992-1993
First row, left to right:
Alderman-atLarge Victor C. DuVarney, Jr.; Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel, Vice President;
Alderman-at-Largt' I'hilip J. Ci rand mai son, President; Mayor Rob Wagner; Alderman-at-Large
Thomas B. Kellev. Alderman-at-Large Katharine E. Hersh; Alderman-at-Large Thomas P.
Magee;
Second row, left to right:
Legislative Assitant Bertha A. Landry; Ward Two Alderman Tracy S. Hatch; Ward One
Alderman Ann T Ackerman; Ware Five Alderman Claire M. McGrath;
Third row, left to right;
Ward Three Alderman Eidgar M. Lewis; Ward Nine Alderman Norm Trembaly; Ward Six
Alderman David d Fredette; Ward Eight Alderman Ramsay McLauchlan; City Clerk Eleanor
Benson;
Fourth row, left to right:
Corporation Counsel Mark Bennett; Ward Seven Alderman Adam C. Gureckis, Sr.








Elected at the December Mayoral Run-Off Election
for a Four Year Term Expiring December 31,1995
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Alderman-at-Large Philip J.Grandmaison
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for a
Two Year Term Expiring December 31, 1993
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for a






Victor C. DuVamey, Jr.
ALDERMAN-AT-LARGE








Term Expires December 31, 1995
Ward 1 Ann T. Ackerman
Ward 2 Tracy S. Hatch
Ward 3 Edgar M. Lewis
Ward 4 Steve Kuchinski
Ward 5 Claire M. McGrath
Ward 6 David G. Fredette
Ward 7 Adam C. Gureckis, Sr.
Ward 8 Ramsay McLauchlan









17 Hassell Brook Road
54 Harbor Avenue
105 Spitbrook Rd. #9H
12 Lisa Drive


























FINANCE COMMITTEE ON CLAIMS
ALSO
PURCHASING AGENCY FOR DEPARTMENTAL PURCHASES
His Honor, Mayor Rob Wagner, Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Victor C. DuVamey, Jr. Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel
Alderman-at-Large Thomas B. Kelley
Ward Five Alderman Claire McGrath
Ward Nine Alderman Norm Tremblay
Ward Three Alderman Edgar M. Lewis
PLANNING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Alderman-at-Large Thomas B. Kelley, Chairman
Ward Nine Alderman Joyce L. Arel, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Thomas P. Magee
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh
Ward Seven Alderman Adam C. Gureckis, Sr.
TRAFnC COMMITTEE
Alderman-at-Large Victor C. DuVamey,Jr., Chairman
Ward Five Alderman Claire M. McGrath, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Thomas P. Magee
Ward Seven Alderman Adam C. Gureckis, Sr.
Ward Nine Alderman Norm Tremblay
LANDS AND BUILDINGS
Ward Four Alderman Steve Kuchinski, Chairman
Ward Two Alderman Tracy S. Hatch, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Thomas B. Kelley
Ward One Alderman Ann T. Ackerman




Ward Eight Alderman Ramsay McLauchlan, Chairman
Ward Three Alderman Edgar M. Lewis, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette
Ward Two Alderman Tracy S. Hatch
Ward Nine Alderman Norm Tremblay
PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION, EMPLOYMENT,
APPOINTMENTS AND POLICIES
Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel, Chairman
Ward One Alderman Ann T. Ackerman, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Victor C. DuVamey, Jr.
Alderman-at-Large Thomas P. Magee
Ward Five Alderman Claire M. McGrath
ELECTIONS AND RETURNS
Ward One Alderman Ann T. Ackerman, Chairman
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette, Vice Chairman
Ward Four Alderman Steve Kuchinski
Ward Three Alderman Edgar M. Lewis
Ward Five Alderman Claire M. McGrath
RULES AND LICENSES
Ward Seven Alderman Adam C. Gureckis,Sr.,Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Thomas P. Magee, Vice Chairman
Ward One Alderman Ann T. Ackerman
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette
Ward Five Alderman Claire M. McGrath
STREET ACCEPTANCE AND STREET LIGHTS
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh, Chairman
Ward Nine Alderman Norm Tremblay, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Victor C. DuVarney, Jr.
Ward Two Alderman Tracy S. Hatch




Alderman-at-Large Thomas P. Magee, Chairman
Ward Eight Alderman Ramsay McLauchlan, Vice Chairman
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh
Ward Four Alderman Steve Kuchinski
Ward Three Alderman Edgar M. Lewis
JOINT SPECIAL SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Ward One Alderman Ann T. Ackerman
Alderman-at-Large Philip J. Grandmaison
Ward Two Alderman Tracy Hatch
Ward Four Alderman Steve Kuchinski
Ward Seven Alderman Adam G. Gureckis, Sr.
Ward Eight Alderman Ramsay McLauchlan
Alderman-at-Large Katherine E. Hersh
Alderman-at-Large Thomas B. Kelley
Alderman-at-Large Thomas P. Magee












Alderman-at-Large Joyce L. Arel
Ward Four Alderman Steve Kuchinski (Alt.)
BPW Pension
Ward Seven Alderman Adam C. Gureckis, Sr.
Ward Eight Alderman Ramsay McLauchlan (Alt.)
Capital Improvements
Ward Three Alderman Edgar M. Lewis
Ward Nine Tremblay Norm Tremblay (Alt.)
Library
Alderman-at-Large Philip J. Grandmaison
Ira Harris Fund
Alderman-at-Large Philip J. Grandmaison
Hunt Legacy
Alderman-at-Large Philip J. Grandmaison
Nashua Housing Authority
Ward Four Alderman Steve Kuchinski
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette (Alt.)
Manning Board
Ward Six Alderman David G. Fredette
Cable TV Advisory Board
Ward Eight Alderman Raxnsay McLauchlan
Ward Five Alderman Claire M. McGrath (Alt.)






Chief administrative office of the City Mayor Rob Wagner
The Mayor's staff shall consist of those individuals as he shall determine necessary to perform
the following functions.








Replaced by Andy Waugh










Director Russell R. Marcoux
Assessor's Department
Assessing Manager
City Clerk's (Records and Statistics Department)
City Clerk
Deputy City Clerk
Lucien G. Rousseau, Jr.
Eleanor A. Benson
Patricia E. Lucier
Financial Services (Revenue and Expenditures Department)







































Assistant Superintendent (Refuse & Snow)
Assistant Superintendent (Sewers)































Retired March 1992 - Replaced by Michael V. Tremblay
Community Health Department






























Assistant Director Robert Frost
CEMETERIES
Superintendent, Edgewood & Suburban Cemeteries Jeffrey Snow
Superintendent, Woodlawn Cemetery Howard Frizzell
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Superintendent Dr. Berard Masse
Assistant Superintendent-Elementary Joseph R. Giuliano
Assistant Superintendent-Secondary John Cepaitis




Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by
the Board ofAldermen, fiyrfive year terms ending August 31
92 Peele Road 888-3124
7 Columbine Drive 883-0835
102 Conant Road 888-0653








Four members elected at the Municipal Election of 1977 to
maintain the nine member board as passed by
referendum at the Municipal Election of 1971.
Four year terms ending December 31
1993
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS RETIREMENT SYSTEM TRUSTEES
Four year terms ending December 31
1994 Ronald Jenkins** 75 Tenby Drive 880-3348
1994 Lucien Roy** 9 Oakdale Avenue 888-2115
1992 Francis X. Donovan* 2 Glen Drive 882-5963
1992 Robert E. Hussey*** 40 Burnside Street 889-4414
1993 Alderman Adam Gureckis, Sr., Liaison Member 882-2478
1993 Alderman Ramsay McLauchlan, Alternate Liaison Member 888-0955
*Represents Commissioners of the B.P.W.
**Represents Employees of the P.W.D
***Represents the Financial and Investment Community
BOARD OF REGISTRARS
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermen fi)r a three year term ending December 31
1992 Theresa A. Marquis 2 Miami Street 882-3660
1993 Maureen Irvine 7 Birchbrow Road 888-0605
1994 Katherine K. Fogal 38 Whitford Road 882-5898
BUILDING CODE/BOARD OF APPEALS
Part of the Building Code Ordinance
Original ordinance passed May 12, 1953, Amended June 12 1973
Members appointed by the Mayor, confirmed by the
Board ofAldermen, for three year terms ending March 31
1993
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Alderman Ramsay McLauchlan, Liaison Member









CAPITAL EQUIPMENT RESERVE FUND TRUSTEES
Established by Ordinance passed August 12, 1969
Five trustees consisting of the Mayor,
President of the board ofAldermen, The Finance Officer
and two other members to be appointed by the Mayor
subject to the approval of the Board ofAldermen
for two year terms ending December 31
1995 Honorable Rob Wagner, Mayor 594-3341
1993 Alderman-at-Large Philip J. Grandmaison, President Board of Aldermen 880-1944
Indef. Paul A. Martel, Treasurer & Chief Finance Officer 594-3315
1993 Richard J. LaRose 36 Charlotte Avenue 889-6049
1993 Walter Warren IT/i Manchester Street 889-5643
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
Four citizens appointed by the Nashua City Planning Board
an Alderman appointed by the President of the Board ofAldermen
The Finance Officer, and the Planning Director
Citizen terms are two years
Indef. Paul A. Martel, Treasurer and Chief Finance Officer
Indef Roger L. Houston, Planning Director
1993 Alderman Edgar M. Lewis, Liaison Member
1993 Alderman Norman Tremblay, Alternate Liaison Member
1993 Bette Lasky 15 Masefield Road
1993 Charles Budris 2 Shelley Drive
1994 HoUis E. Harrington 62 Farmington Road












Elected by the Trustees and Board ofAldermen
in Joint Convention
forfive year terms ending March 31
EDGEWOOD CEMETERY
1995 Mayor Rob Wagner, Ex-Officio
Indef. Paul A. Martel, Treasurer & Chief
Indef. Jeffrey Snow, Superintendent
1993 Philip L. Hall
1993 John B. Stevens
1994 Alan Jeffery, President
1994 Rev. James S. Chaloner
1995 Frederick E. Shaw
1995 Kenneth Spaulding
1996 George B. Law
1996 Thomas Maffee, Secretary
1997 Alan M. Barker
1997 Norman E. Hall
SUBURBAN CEMETERIES
1995 Mayor Rob Wagner, Ex-Officio




Richard I. Hall, President
Jacob E. Crosby









1995 Mayor Rob Wagner, Ex-Officio
Indef. Paul A. Martel, Treasurer & Chief
Indef. Howard Frizzell, Superintendent
1991 Marvis Mellen




1993 Niles F. Jensen, Jr.
1994 Charles H. Farwell, Jr., Sec.
1994 David L. Wells, President
1995 Nicholas Antonopoulos
1995 Stanley P. Zis
City of Nashua
CHILD CARE ADVISORY COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermen fi)r three year terms ending October 13
1991
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COUNCIL ON ELDERLY AFFAIRS
Established by Resolution on June 28, 1977 to exist until December 31,1987;
amended February 23, 1982
Re-established by Resolution November 24, 1987




Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation
by the Board ofAldermen fi)r an indefinite term
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HOUSING AUTHORITY
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermen forfive year terms ending October 14
Indef. George F. Robinson, Director
1992 Selma Pastor
1993 Florida C. Lovely
1994 Kris E. Durmer
1995 Thomas Monahan
1996 William C. Marcoux, Jr.
1993 Alderman Steve Kuchinski, Liaison Member
1993 Alderman David G. Fredette, All
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MUNICIPAL CHANNEL ADVISORY BOARD
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermen for two year terms expiring November 1
1992
Municipal Government Report
NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Nashua Representatives nominated by the City Planning Board and





1993 Shaun T. McMahon, Alternate
1993 Fred Yochum, Alternate







Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by the
Board ofAldermen fi)r three year terms ending March 31
1995 Honorable Rob Wagner, Mayor
Indef. James F. Hogan
Indef. Roger Houston
1993 Alderman David G. Fredette
1993 Jody Wilbert
1993 Frederick Yochum
1994 Arnold Boucher, V.C.
1994 James F. Cody, Chairman




REVIEW AND COMMENT COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor subject to confirmation by

















RELATIVE TO THE ADOPTION OF FISCAL YEAR '92 POPOSED BUDGET
The preceding resolution was passed June 25, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Line item veto - June 28, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
Reconsidered July 9, 1991
Veto Overridden July 9, 1991
R-91-141
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Paul S. Denner & Rachel A. Quigley, 2 Bedford Street)
R-91-143
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF DRUG FORFEITURE FUNDS FROM THE NH
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
TTie preceding resolutions were passed July 9, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved July 10, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-142
MAKING AN ASSESSMENT TO DEFRAY THE COST OF CONSTRUCTION OF
MISCELLANEOUS SEWERAGE IMPROVEMENTS 1991
R-91-145
PROVIDING FOR THE REVIEW OF WARD BOUNDARY LINES
Vie preceding resolutions were passed August 13, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved August 14, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-144
INCREASING THE EXPECTED USEFUL LIFE OF THE RENOVATIONS
AT FAIRGROUNDS, LEDGE STREET AND CHARLOTTE AVENUE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS FROM TWENTY YEARS TO TWENTY TWO YEARS
R-91-149
RELATIVE TO APPROPRIATING SOLID WASTE FUNDS FOR PURCHASE OF
RECYCLING TRUCK
R-91-150




RELATIVE TO A TRANSFER OF FUNDS AND ENTERING INTO A
CONTRACT FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT WITH THE GREATER NASHUA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
R-91-155
SETTING NOVEMBER 5, 1991 AS THE DATE FOR HOLDING THE 1991 MUNICIPAL
ELECTION
R-91-160
COMMENDING THE NASHUA HOUSING RECYCLING PROGRAM TEAM
The preceding resolutions were Passed September 10, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved September 10, 1991
James V/. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-151
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Donald G. & Susan M. Leach, 3 Archery Lane)
(Carmela A. Quimby, 9 Coventry Road)
R-91-157
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $43,100 FROM
ACCOUNT 591-86532 - CONTINGENCY FIRE
TO ACCOUNT 532-11207 FIRE PAYROLL
R-91-158
MAKING AN ASSESSMENT TO DEFRAY THE COST OF
CONSTRUCTION OF SANITARY SEWERS ON SEARLES ROAD
R-91-159
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF CERTAIN FUNDS FROM
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY FOR A PLAY LEARNING PARENT SUPPORT GROUP
TTie preceding resolutions were Passed September 24, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved September 25, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-152
AUTHORIZING LAND ACQUISITION FOR THE SOUTH MERRIMACK
SEWER INTERCEPTOR IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT OF 1991
R-91-163
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF $4,934 CRUDE OIL
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REFUND PAYABLE TO THE CITY OF NASHUA FROM
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
The preceding resolutions were Passed October 8, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved October 9, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-156
RELATIVE TO THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXPENSE
FROM THE WASTEWATER USER FUND FOR THE
PURPOSE OF INCREASING SEWER LINES
R-91-161
RELATIVE TO THE ADOPTION OF THE POLICIES AND BY-LAWS
OF THE MUNICIPAL CHANNEL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
R-91-162
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $100,000 FROM ACCOUNT
591-86605 - CONTINGENCY-OTHER, $95,436 FROM
ACCOUNT 590-23591 - PRIOR YEAR CONTINGENCY, $99,124 FROM
ACCOUNT 801-299-00 RETAINED EARNINGS AND $55,813 FROM
802-299-00 RETAINED EARNINGS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FUNDING
THE SETTLEMENT OF THE PUBLIC WORKS UNION CONTRACT
R-91-164
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Rhona M. & William C. Peterson, 6 Topsfield Drive)
R-91-168
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $30,000 FROM ACCOUNT
591-86005 - CONTINGENCY-GENERAL TO
ACCOUNT 675-02 - HUNT LIBRARY BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS
The preceding resolutions were Passed October 22, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved October 29, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-169
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS FROM
ANHEUSER BUSCH, INC. "OPERATION BRIGHTSIDE" INTO SPECIAL
REVENUE ACCOUNT #341 "ANHEUSER BUSCH COMMUNITY PROJECTS"
R-91-171
SETTING DECEMBER 10, 1991 AS THE DATE FOR HOLDING
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THE RUNOFF ELECTION IN THE MAYORALTY CONTEST
R-91-172
SETTING THE TIME FOR THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY ELECTION
The preceding resolutions were Passed November 12, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved November 13, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-146
RELATIVE TO THE PROPOSED REVISION OF WARD BOUNDARIES - PLAN A
The preceding resolution was Passed November 12, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved November 15, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-165
RELATIVE TO THE EXTENSION, BY THE MAYOR AND BOARD OF
ALDERMEN, OF THE CONTRACT WITH THE NASHUA CENTER
FOR THE ARTS FOR THE USE OF HOLMAN STADIUM
R-91-166
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(James C. & Lillian Tullis, 19 Natick Street)
R-91-174
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF $1,000.00 FROM
LECHMERE, INC. BY THE NASHUA POLICE DEPARTMENT
R-91-175
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $1,500 FROM ACCOUNT 442-65
COMMUNITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT CLINIC SERVICES TO ACCOUNT
542-47015 COMMUNITY HEALTH VACCINES AND MEDICINES
R-91-177
RELATIVE TO THE DISPOSITION OF THE HUNT FUND
AND THE HUNT BUILDING
R-91-180
AUTHORIZING THE ACCEPTANCE OF FUNDS FROM A
CHILD HEALTH SERVICES PROGRAM AND AUTHORIZING
THE CITY TO ENTER INTO CONTRACTS THEREFORE WITH
NH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
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The preceding resolutions were Passed November 26, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved December 2, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-176
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Catherine A. Delaney, 39 Amherst Street)
(David J. & Joan E. Kinney, 60 Conant Road)
R-91-179
ESTABLISHING A SPECIAL REVENUE FUND FOR HOLMAN STADIUM
R-91-181
RELATIVE TO A TRANSFER OF UP TO $2,000 FROM
ACCOUNT 591-86005 CONTINGENCY, GENERAL TO
ACCOUNT 505-81068 NASHUA WEST BAMBINO LEAGUE
R-91-183
REQUESTING THE GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL TO DECLARE A SPECIAL
ELECTION TO FILL THE VACANCIES FOR REPRESENTATIVE
TO THE GENERAL COURT FROM DISTRICTS 29 AND 30
R-91-185
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Geoffrey M. Goodell, 29 Prescott Street)
R-91-186
AUTHORIZING THE FILING OF AN APPLICATION WITH THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
FOR A GRANT UNDER THE URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ACT
OF 1964, AS AMENDED
The preceding resolutions were Passed December 11, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved December 16, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-91-178
AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYANCE OF A DISCONTINUED
PORTION OF MARLOWE ROAD TO ITS ABUTTERS
R-9I-182
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS




RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF
FUNDS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES INTO SPECIAL REVENUE ACCOUNT
#347 FOR THE NASHUA MEDIATION PROGRAM
R-91-187
COMMENDING LAURIER SOUCY FOR THIRTY YEARS
OF SERVICE TO THE CITY OF NASHUA
The preceding resolutions were Passed by the December 23, 1991
Thomas B. Kelley, President
Approved December 23, 1991
James W. Donchess, Mayor
R-92-01
AUTHORIZING THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO ACCEPT $16,000
FROM THE DARTMOUTH-HITCHCOCK MEDICAL CENTER
FOR THE GREATER NASHUA CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
R-92-02
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Gerard L. & Susan D. Picard, 14 Watersedge Drive)
(Laraine C. Scardigno, 5 Stafford Road)
R-92-03
GRANTING AN ABATEMENT OF SEWER FEES FOR 1 MONTGOMERY AVENUE
TTie preceding resolutions were Passed January 28, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved January 28, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-04
SETTING MARCH 24, 1992 AS THE DATE FOR HOLDING A
SPECIAL ELECTION IN REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICTS 29 AND 30
The preceding resolution was Passed February 11, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved February 12, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-05
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS




AUTHORIZING THE ACCEPTANCE OF GRANT FUNDS
FROM THE DIVISION OF HUMAN SERVICES
FOR A CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROJECT
The preceding resolutions were Passed February 25, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved February 28, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-08
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS
FROM FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Assistance)
INTO SPECIAL REVENUE REVOLVING ACCOUNT #370
TO REIMBURSE FOR OFFICE SPACE, CLERICAL SUPPORT,
TELEPHONE, FAX AND COPIER
R-92-09
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS
FROM HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY INTO SPECIAL REVENUE
ACCOUNT #371 FOR THE NASHUA MEDIATION PROGRAM
R-92-10
AMENDING THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
R-92-11
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Thomas J., Ill & Marian C.S. Carney, 21 Fowell Avenue)
The preceding resolutions were Passed March 10, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved March 10. 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-16
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS
FOR THE "EARLY CHILDHOOD FAIR" AND RELATED
ACTIVITIES INTO SPECIAL REVENUE REVOLVING ACCOUNT #372
TTie preceding resolution was Passed March 24, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, Presidem





RELATIVE TO ESTABLISHING A RECYCLING COMMITTEE
R-92-13
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(Paul M. & Isabel Sampson, 143 Searles Road)
R-92-17
GRANTING AN ABATEMENT OF SEWER FEES FOR
LOT 186 ASSESSORS SHEET "C"
R-92-18
ESTABLISHING A NEW SEWER ASSESSMENTS
AGAINST 143 SEARLES ROAD
R-92-19
RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEWER ASSESSMENTS
(George & Karen L. Marrier, 55 Palisade Drive)
R-92-20
EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NASHUA HIGH BOYS VARSITY
WRESTLING TEAM ON WINNING THE CLASS L STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
R-92-21
EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NASHUA HIGH GIRLS VARISTY
BASKETBALL TEAM ON WINNING THE CLASS L STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
The preceding resolutions were Passed April 14, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved April 15, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-14
ESTABLISHING A HOLMAN STADIUM CONCERT
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
The preceding resolution was Passed April 14, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved April 15, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
Reconsidered and amended April 28, 1992
R-92-23
AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF THE NASHUA DISTRICT COURTHOUSE




AUTHORIZING THE ACCEPTANCE OF FUNDS FROM A
CHILD HEALTH SERVICES PROGRAM AND
AUTHORIZING THE CITY TO ENTER INTO CONTRACTS THEREFORE
WITH NH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
R-92-31
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $75,000 FROM
ACCOUNT 553-45260 - PUBLIC WORKS STREET DEPARTMENT,
ROAD SALT TO ACCOUNT 545-97015 - WELFARE COSTS
TTie preceding resolutions were Passed April 28, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved April 28. 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-28
EXPRESSING APPRECIATION FOR FRANCIS H. BURNHAM'S
EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE CITY OF NASHUA
77?^ preceding resolution was Passed April 28, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved May 4, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-15
AMENDING THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
R-92-25
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO APPLY FOR THE
ANNUAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
AND A SECTION 108 GUARANTEED LOAN
R-92-26
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF APPROPRIATIONS FROM
THE DEPARTMENT OF STREETS TO THE HOLMAN STADIUM
SPECIAL ACCOUNT FOR MAJOR REPAIR OF THE STADIUM STRUCTURE
R-92-30
AUTHORIZING THE ACCEPTANCE OF FUNDS FROM THE
BUREAU OF DISEASE CONTROL AND THE CITY TO ENTER
INTO CONTRACTS THEREFORE WITH NH DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
R-92-33
RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $36,827 FROM
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ACCOUNT 591-86531, CONTINGENCY-POLICE TO
ACCOUNT 531-11537 POLICE DEPARTMENT PAYROLL
R-92-34
EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO BICENTENNIAL ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL'S ODYSSEY OF THE MIND FINALISTS
R-92-35
EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO SUNSET HEIGHTS ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL'S ODYSSEY OF THE MIND FINALISTS
R-92-36
EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO BISHOP GUERTIN HIGH
SCHOOL'S ODYSSEY OF THE MIND FINALISTS
77?^ preceding resolutions were Passed May 12, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved May 13, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-29
RELATING TO A LOT LINE RELOCATION BETWEEN NASHUA
AIRPORT AUTHORITY AND NASHUA FIRE DEPARTMENT FOR
PURPOSES OF THE PERIMETER ROAD EXTENSION PROJECT
R-92-37
AUTHORIZING THE NASHUA AIRPORT AUTHORITY TO ISSUE
ITS BONDS OR NOTES IN THE AMOUNT OF $56,500
R-92-38
AUTHORIZING CONVEYANCE OF CERTAIN INTERESTS
OF THE CITY OF NASHUA IN FORMER LAWN STREET
R-92-39
AUTHORIZING THE CITY OF NASHUA TO APPLY FOR, ACCEPT,
AND EXPEND THE FEDERAL LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION
FUND (LWCF) MATCHING GRANT OF UP TO
$23,550 FOR THE LOWER
NASHUA RIVER HERITAGE TRAIL PROJECT
R-92-40
RELATIVE TO THE USE OF $23,550 IN SPECIAL REVENUE
ACCOUNT 303 FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE LOWER




SETTING THE TIME FOR THE OPENING AND CLOSING OF THE
POLLS FOR THE SEPTEMBER 8, 1992 STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
The preceding resolutions were Passed May 26, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved May 27, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-42
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF CERTAIN FUNDS FROM THE
NH CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND FOR A PARENT SUPPORT GROUP AND
CHILDREN PLAY LEARNING GROUP FOR THREE AND FOUR YEAR OLDS
R-92-43
RELATIVE TO RESCINDING THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE
MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO ISSUE BOND AMOUNTS SET FORTH
IN THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTIONS: R-89-182, R-89-244,
R-90-14 AND R-90-65 FOR A TOTAL OF $5,152,000
TTie preceding resolutions were Passed June 9, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved June 10, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-32
RELATIVE TO THE ADOPTION OF FISCAL YEAR '93
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR THE CITY OF NASHUA GENERAL FUND
The preceding resolution was Passed June 18, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
Approved June 19, 1992
Rob Wagner, Mayor
R-92-22
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, THE MAYOR, AND THE CITY TREASURER
TO ISSUE BONDS NOT TO EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF THREE MILLION
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,100,000) BONDING
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF BIRCH HILL
AND MAIN DUNSTABLE ADDITIONS AND RENOVATIONS
R-92-27
AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYANCE OF A PORTION OF PROPOSED
TARA BOULEVARD ACROSS LAND OF THE CITY OF NASHUA




RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $13,173.00 FROM ACCOUNT
591-86531, CONTINGENCY - POLICE DEPARTMENT TO
ACCOUNT 531-11535, POLICE DEPARTMENT PAYROLL -
POLICE CAPTAIN, GRADE II
R-92-45
AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYANCE OF DISCONTINUED PORTIONS
OF CAMPBELL, SUMMIT, AND TAFT STREETS TO ITS
ABUTTERS, RIVIER COLLEGE AND PENNICHUCK WATER WORKS
R-92-46
AUTHORIZING THE FILING OF APPLICATIONS WITH THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA, FOR GRANTS UNDER
THE URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1964, AS AMENDED
The preceding resolutions were Passed June 23, 1992
Philip J. Grandmaison, President
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CITY OF NASHUA POLLING AREAS
Ward 1 BROAD STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (Gym)
390 BROAD STREET
Ward 2 CHARLOTTE AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (Gym)
48 CHARLOTTE AVENUE
Ward 3 AMHERST STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
71 AMHERST STREET
Ward 4 ST. PATRICK'S YOUTH CENTER
220 MAIN STREET
Wards LEDGE STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
139 LEDGE STREET
Ward 6 FAIRGROUNDS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
27 CLEVELAND STREET
Ward? DR. NORMAN CRISP ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
50 ARLINGTON STREET
Wards BICENTENNIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
296 EAST DUNSTABLE ROAD







MAYOR, ALDERMEN-AT-LARGE, BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
BOARD OF EDUCATION, FIRE COMMISSION, WARD ALDERMEN
WARD MODERATOR, WARD CLERK, WARD SELECTMEN
NOVEMBER 5, 1991




STATE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
DISTRICT 29 (Ward 6)






Pursuant to a Warrant posted by the Selectmen of the nine wards of the City of Nashua, New
Hampshire, the legal voters met in their respective wards at six o'clock in the forenoon on
Tuesday, the fifth day of November 1991, and proceed to ballot for the respective offices
required by law to be chosen and results of the differen t ballotings for the said officers were
returned and were as follows:






































FOR WARD ALDERMEN TERM: 2 YEARS
Wl
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FOR WARD MODERATOR TERM: 2 YEARS
Wl Lawrence E. Glennon*









































Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
131 Middle Street
Manchiester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the City of
Nashua, New Hampshire as of June 30, 1992 and for the year then ended. These general
purpose financial statements arc the responsibility of the City of Nashua, New Hampshire's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the comptroller General of the United States, and
the provisions of the Office of Management and Budget Circular A- 128, "Audits of State and
Local Governments". Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of materi-
al misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As more fully described in Note 1 , the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group which
should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be included in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the financial
activities of the Nashua Airport Authority, which should be included to conform with general-
ly accepted accounting principles. The amounts that should be included in the Special Reve-
nue Funds, General Fixed Assets and Long-term Debt Accounts Groups are not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the
omissions described in the preceding paragraphs, the general purpose financial statements
referred to in the first paragraph present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the City of Nashua, New Hampshire as of June 30, 1992, and the results of its operations
and the cash flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
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Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The combining financial statements listed as supplemen-
tal schedules in the table of contents are presented for the purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the City of Nashua, New
Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all
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CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Staleraenl of Revenues. Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds






















Interest and fiscal charges
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):





Excess of Revenues and Other
Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances (Deficit) July 1, 1991
Fund Balances (Deficit) June 30, 1992
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CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Retained Earnings/Fund Balances
All Proprietary Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds
For the Year Ended June 30, 1992
Operating Revenues:




















Gain on sale of securities
Interest (Net)
Operating transfers out





:1TY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
^^ombined Statement of Cash Flows
Ul Proprietary Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds
^or the Year Ended June 30, 1992
Municipal Government Report
]ash Flows from Operating Activities:
Cash received from customers
Cash received from trust investments
Cash received from bequests to trusts
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
^ash Flows from Noncapital Financing Activities:
Operating transfers out
Net Cash Used by Noncapital Financing Activities
lisb Flows from Capital and Related
Financing Activities:
Proceeds from long— term debt issued
Proceeds from bond anticipation notes issued
Principal paid on long— term debt
Repayment of bond anticipation notes
Interest paid on long— term debt
Acquisition and construction of capital assets
Capital contributions
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Capital and Related
Financing Activities
-ash Flows from Investing Activities:
Net (increase) in investment securities
Interest income
Gain on sale of investments
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Investing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and
Cash Equivalents
-ash and Cash Equivalents, July 1, 1991
"ash and Cash Equivalents, June 30, 1992 (Notes 1 & 4)
Reconciliation of Net Operating Income (Loss) to
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Net Operating Income (Loss)
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Operating Income (Loss)
to Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Provision for uncollectible accounts
Change in assets and Uabilities:
(Increase) decrease in accounts receivables
Decrease in due from other governments
Decrease in unbilled service fees
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable
Increase in salaries payable
Increase in accrued sick and vacation leave
(Decrease) in retainage payable
Net Cash Provided By Operating Activities
'Noncash Transactions Affecting Financial Position
Amortization of contributed capital










OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Board of Assessors Richard Ethier, Chair
Charles Dobens
Stephen Densberger
The duty of the Board of Assessors is to see that department policies are in compliance with
State Laws and regulations of the State Department of Revenue Administration. The Board is
ultimately responsible for all assessments and must review all applications for abatement.
Regularly scheduled meetings of the Board are held the second Wednesday of each month from
8:30 AM to 10:30 AM. The meetings are open and public, but appointments are required for
appearance before the Board and may easily be made by calling the Department staff at 594-
3301. Accommodating appointments at times other than Wednesdays will be made if and when
necessary.
The value of taxable real estate for the city for 1992 is $3,482,583,656.
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
Assessing Manager Lucien G. Rousseau, Jr.
Administrative Assistant Elizabeth A. Rivers
Secretary/Receptionist Jeannine Zins
First Assessor Michael J. Fedele
Second Assessor Andrea S. Heyn
Third Assessor Steven Tellier
Deeds Transfer Carol Savage
Mapping Sandra Bastien
Nashua, the second largest city in the state, covering 36 square miles, has been one of New
Hampshire's fastest growing municipalities in the last decade although the current regional slump
has taken its toll here. Those of us who believe that the local spirit of enterprise will turn the
soft economy into a healthy growth situation again, still find Nashua our most desired living
spot.
Being within one hour of Boston's cultural influence and the New Hampshire/Maine coastline
and only two hours from the White Mountains, a good highway system, and proximity to some
of the most highly respected industrial, educational and medical facilities in the world, have all
contributed to our growth.
The one million square foot Pheasant Lane Mall with 150 retail shops, innumerable shopping
strips, plazas, fine restaurants, and excellent schools make Nashua an extremely attractive place
to live or visit.
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In the early 1980s, 100,000 new jobs were created, many in the Nashua area, and with this the
population explosion began. Housing availability lagged behind demand, thereby pushing the
price of housing and land to higher levels. By the mid 1980s, new construction for housing
literally exploded to meet demands.
Nashua's business base and the financial security of our community still makes us an attraction
for new business and this should diminish the impact of a housing backlog.
Hopefully, this long nightmarish recession is coming to an end. Our New England economy lags
the nation. Our recession began earlier and was dragged down further by poor performances in
Massachusetts. Our recovery will be slow, hampered by an excess supply of commercial and
office buildings, secular cuts in defense spending, forcing layoffs and closing of many firms, the
fragile banking sector, which is lending cautiously, state and local tax increases is what we faced
in 1992. Lets be optimistic about the future. Our recovery will be spurred in part by the
excesses of the past.
The abundance of vacant office and commercial space will lower rents and the cost of doing
business in the region, encouraging business formations. Pent-up demand for single-family
homes should lead to a modest recovery in single-family starts in 1993. House prices are
stabilizing — the region has successfully avoided the plunge in prices predicted by many
observers. Eventually, pent-up consumer demand will lead to increased retail sales activity by
mid 1993.
We presently rank 12th in the country and #1 in the Northeast for affordable housing. The
period of modest growth we are now exjjeriencing is the normal market whereas the preceding
5 years was an anomaly. People seem to be more confident about making a long term investment
in a home in the Nashua region.
Downtown Nashua is exciting, a new County Courthouse was built, new law firms are moving
in and local office space is being occupied. New store fronts, better traffic flow and more
convenient parking all contribute to a new spark of activity in t he downtown area.
Although new construction is limited, Nashua is still experiencing some exciting events such as:
Filene's 150,000 square foot building and;
Circuit City 35,000 square foot building on Daniel Webster Highway
The Assessors Office has had many challenges this past year. We completed the city-wide
revaluation in the fall of 1992. Computer automation will enable us to attain our goal of fair and
equitable taxation for all property owners.
We in the Assessors Office strive for accuracy, professionalism and integrity. For all of us, the






The Presidential Prim^rvwill be held in the voting place^in
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beginning at o'clock /
Closing not earlier than . . . y, . o'clock
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For determining the preferred candidates for President and Vice President
to be selected at the National Conventions of the various political parties.
Declarations of Candidacy to be filed with Secretary of State not earlier than






i^e above is a copy of signatures left by those who filed for President and Vice-President for the




City Clerk Eleanor Benson
Deputy City Clerk Patricia E. Lucier




Deputy Voter Registrar Ralene Rousseau
The City Clerk's Office is the "KEEPER OF ALL OFTICIAL RECORDS" for the City of
Nashua. We record all vital records such as birth, death and marriage. In addition we are
required by law to keep the minutes of all meetings, and all legislation passed by the board of
aldermen. We manage the city information line regarding all municipal departments.
The Voter Registration Department is also located in this office which handles voter registration,
change in party affiliations and answering many questions regarding the voting process. In
addition to the duties mentioned above we also oversee all elections. This includes absentee
ballots, making sure the wards and ward workers are ready for election day and ensure that all
laws are adhered to.
The biggest change that occurred in this office was our move from room 129 to room 102. This
is the area that previously had been used for auto registration by the State of New Hampshire.
This move afforded us with added space and a more efficient method of implementing our
duties. We were also able to acquire a "quiet" room for customers to conduct business that is
of a confidential nature.
We would not have been able to accomplish all we did in our move without the assistance of,
James Duchesne, our building manager. He came up with many innovative ideas to enhance our
work area.
This office also had the task of informing the voters who were affected by the redistricting
(passed by the voters in feb.92). We notified 12,900 voters that they had been taken off the
voting list. This is mandated by state law and must by done every 10 years. The criteria was,
if one did not vote in november of 1988, 1989 or 1990 we had to delete them from the voters
list.
We conducted a Municipal Election, a Run-off Election for Mayor and a Presidential Primary.
Because our Presidential Primary is the first in the nation we were afforded national press




The inauguration of city officials took place in January with mayor Rob Wagner, Board of
Aldermen, Board of Education, Board of Public Works, Fire Commissioners and all elected
ward officials being sworn in. The Master of Ceremonies was Supreme Court Associate Justice
Sherman Horton, and the city clerk's duties were administrated by Deputy City Clerk Patricia
Lucier. The culinary arts department of Nashua High School provided the reception after the
ceremony and did an excellent job.
The City of Nashua won a prize for having the best annual report generated for a city from the
New Hampshire Municipal Association. There was a concerted effort in the winning of this
prestigious award and at this time we would like to thank James Malone, Ron Miller, Ralph
Jackson and Bill Thompson for all of their technical assistance and advice.
The City of Nashua is changing constantly, and we are constantly changing our programs to
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Treasurer and CFO Paul A. Martel
Associate Finance Officer Charles M. Keeler
Assistant Deputy Treasurer Femande C. Lavoie
Deputy Tax Collector Ruth E. Raswyck
Secretary Kathryn R. Guillemette
Tax Clerk Anne Georgopoulos
Tax Clerk Freida Billings
Trust Fund Clerk Susan M. Martinelli
Supervisor, Financial Reporting Cindy J. Bielawski
Accountant, Financial Reporting Dawn K. Enwright
Administrative Assistant Jean E. Roth
Account Clerk Virginia K. Patrician
Coordinator, Traffic Violations Bureau Judith A. Miele
Supervisor, Motor Vehicle Registration Pauline M. Lucier
Assistant Supervisor, M.V.R. Elizabeth Scanlon
Motor Vehicle Clerk Maurice N. Chamberland
Motor Vehicle Clerk Anita Slusarczyk
Motor Vehicle Clerk Janet L. Durand
Motor Vehicle Clerk Sylvie D. Corriveau
Motor Vehicle Clerk Dawn M. Roy
Motor Vehicle Clerk Fleurette Rioux
Motor Vehicle Clerk Suzanne R. Thibault
Motor Vehicle Clerk Alyce Othot
Motor Vehicle Clerk Lillian Jobin
Motor Vehicle Clerk Sheila Galipeau
The Financial Services department is divided into three major operating units:
TREASURY AND TAX COLLECTIONS
This unit's responsibility centers around collections, investments, and the City's bonded debt.
All City receivables are billed, collected, invested, and disbursed through this operation. Tax
Collection program enhancements were made to accommodate quicker customer phone services
as well as providing more efficient window service to the City's residents. The development of
our Municipal Automated Payment System (electronic tape to tape) has been an expanding
partnership between mortgage companies, tax servicing companies, and the city Tax Collector's
office. This partnership allows ease of the payment collections process for all users and transfers
receipts for the City's investment more expediently. This translates into cost savings and
increased return on our investments. The consolidation of waste-water collections and tax
collections at one window makes it easier and more convenient for taxpayers to conduct business
at City Hall. By linking waste-water account numbers to the property tax master file, the City
facilitated the waste-water lien process (which is scheduled for it's first use in fiscal year '93)
on unpaid fiscal year '92 balances. The Treasury/Tax
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Collections unit continues to cross train all employees in all areas of collections in order to
enhance the service provided to the public. As of June 30, 1992, 87.5% of the June 1, 1992
property tax levy was collected. As for bonded debt, the City retired all of it's short term debt
for capital projects by issuing a twenty year bond for $13,615,000 at 5.49%.
MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS BUREAU
This unit's primary responsibility centers around vehicle registration process and the traffic
violations process. This operation included processing registrations, processing titles, collection
of all City fees connected to MVR, processing, distributing state decals, and the collections of
state fees, and in addition, the processing and collection of traffic violation tickets and fines.
During the fiscal year '92, the City registered roughly 81,000 vehicles and processed some
26,000 titles. In November, 1991 , the City of Nashua became the State Municipal Agent issuing
state decals for Nashua residents only. During the first eight months of operation (November -
June) of this new program, the City realized over $53,000 in additional revenue. The addition
of this new program combined with the City's mail-in program has made registering a motor
vehicle easier, less timely and more efficient for the City's residents. Combining the requirement
of paying all traffic violations prior to registering a motor vehicle has increased the TVB
collections for the City.
FINANCIAL REPORTING
The responsibilities of this unit are the entire accounting, repwrting, budgeting, auditing, bill and
payment processing functions for the City, culminating in financial reports, agency reports,
annual budget, annual audit, bimonthly warrants and numerous other products for the City's
citizens, boards. Aldermen, Mayor, divisions, departments and staff. During this busy fiscal
year, many enhancements were made to systems and reports to expedite processing and to
provide for the City's various reporting needs. Much time was sf)ent during fiscal year '92 to
modify the City's chart of accounts to accommodate the Department of Revenue Administration's
account classification system. This enhancement will enable the City to compile data needed to
complete state reports much more efficiently than in past years. Additionally, through the City's
main computer system, changes were requested and made in the software to enable the City to
collate and gather information more effectively for the users in the General Fund, Special
Revenue Funds, and the Capital Project Funds. Interdepartmental reimbursements for the months
activity were consolidated on one computer generated report and provided to the proper
departments at month end. This procedure greatly reduces the paper flow between departments
and enhances the efficiency of the operation. Whether it is a personal computer output or central
computer system output, standardization is always a key concern. Through innovation and hard




INSURANCE AND SAFETY DEPARTMENT
Risk Manager Peter P. Cyr
Insurance Benefits Manager Susan A. Jeffery
Technician - Secretary Sherry L. Warburton
Benefits Technician Kathleen E. Donovan
This Department is responsible for providing insurance protection for all City/School assets,
personal liability coverages, special insurances unique to a municipality, and for providing an
array of employee benefits. A basic challenge is to prevent or minimize the chance of financial
loss to the City and taxpayers. This is accomplished through a combination of risk management,
safety awareness and a comprehensive insurance program of self-funded plans and commercial
policies. Risk Management, in itself, is the art of identifying risks (the cause of or the potential
for financial loss) and then devising and managing ways to avoid, reduce, retain, or transfer the
risk to someone else. Liability insurance protects all employees, boards, and commissions, and
all officials, elected or appointed and in certain situations, volunteers. This office also sets
standards and requirements for types and levels of insurance and maintains certificates of
insurance from all contractors doing work for the City so as to minimize liability and to ensure
contract performance.
All employee and retiree benefits are obtained and managed by this department. Benefits include
four health plans, two life insurance plans, workers compensation and unemployment
compensation, deferred compensation, a modified long term disability program, (active
employees only) and dental coverage.
Numerous other policies provide professional liability coverages for Police, Fire Fighters,
Teachers, Nurses, Lawyers, and Engineers. Special bonds are maintained to protect the City and
employees who collect and handle funds.
Our most significant self-insured program is for Workers' Compensation to care for employees
injured on the job. The annual cost of this program is about one million dollars less per year
than what a commercial policy would cost.
A vital element of our risk management program is a safety awareness program. All on the job
and motor vehicle accidents and injuries are analyzed with a view of preventing reoccurrence.
Motor vehicle accidents are determined to be either preventable or non-preventable and the
determinations are forwarded to the appropriate department for action. All major departments
have safety committees. Work areas and public buildings are inspected on a regular basis for
safety deficiencies.
We manage four health insurance programs, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Matthew Thornton Health
Plan, Healthsource, and Harvard Community Health Plan. Employees pay from 5% to 15% of
their health plan depending on the plan they select and the Department or Union to which they
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belong. Retired former employees who have joined our health plans pay 100% of the cost of
their plan but at our lower group rates. They now number over 300 subscribers.
We have self-insured our Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan in order to gain more direct control over
events and to save taxpayers dollars while maintaining
coverage levels for our employees.
A recent study of the cost of treating injured workers showed that the medical costs in New
Hampshire were seventeen percent higher than in New York City. Significant changes to the
Workers' Compensation Statutes became effective January 1, 1991. One new provision created
a two year Pilot Program throughout the State with two major goals, to insure quality care to
injured workers while exploring ways to reduce soaring costs. We are an active participant in
this program. We have completed one half of this project. The N.H. Department of Labor
reports that the program has been very well received, however, no information on cost
containment is available to report as of this date.
The biggest challenge facing this office, as has been in recent years, is in keeping the rate of
increase in the cost of health benefits an other programs as low as possible while complying with
our numerous Union contracts. Our first year of self-insuring Blue Cross/Blue Shield (mentioned
earlier) resulted in a savings of approximately 10% or about $280,000. We continue to
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Purchasing Manager William A. Thompson
Assistant Purchasing Manager Shirley C. Bonenfant
Supervisor, Accounts Payable Naomi J. Patch
Inventory and Supply Clerk Carol A. Silva
Accounts Payable Clerk Mary V. Brazas
Accounts Payable Clerk Patricia A. Deforte
Accounts Payable Clerk Nancy M. Deslauriers
Accounts Payable Clerk Bemice N. Diggins
Accounts Payable Clerk Georgette A. LeBlanc
Clerk/Typist Mildred S. Maverick
Printing Technician Ralph B. Jackson
Despite the continued sluggish local economy and strained City budget, the Purchasing
Department had a busy year. During FY92 15,610 purchase order documents with a total value
of $21 ,452,660 were processed. A total of 43 formal invitations for bids/requests for proposals
with a total value of $2,693,014 were processed this fiscal year. Over 25,400 vouchers for
payment were processed by the Accounts Payable section. In these economic times, more than
any, the dedicated work of the Accounts Payable section is relied on by vendors to help meet
payroll and improve the cash flow of their business.
Not satisfied with the status quo, but recognizing the austere budget period the City faces, the
Purchasing Department has focused attention on enhancements which require little or no funding.
We have continued efforts to educate departments in use of proper purchasing procedures. In
coordination with our City Hall telephone service vendor, Sandy Weymouth of the Community
Services Division conducted several "hands-on" training sessions to improve telephone use
proficiency. Another telephone enhancement was connecting several telephone systems to a
personal computer to allow administration by the City. The result is more timely response to
routine telephone problems or feature change requests and elimination of the cost for the vendor
to make such changes. The City Print Shop is another area in which this department prides itself
in being able to provide better service with less funding. Ralph Jackson continues to seek
improved methods and time saving approaches to enable him to provide quality service in the
shortest time and at the lowest cost. The previous (award winning) annual report is just one
example. For the first time ever the report was printed by the City Print Shop - at a substantial
cost savings to the City. Another change implemented in the Print Shop this year was conversion
to recycled paper for all standard printing jobs. Despite the additional cost for this paper and a
strained budget, this change was implemented in support of City environmental initiatives and
policy.
A major project initiated this year was a complete reorganization and renumbering of all
inventory stock items maintained at the City warehouse and City Hall stockroom. Shirley
Bonenfant and Naomi Patch have devoted many hours to set up the system and have been
assisted by the MIS department in setting up a new inventory control system in the computer.
Due to the renovation of the Traffic Division office area in the building also housing the
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warehouse, the warehouse was completely reorganized. It was a challenge for our
Mail/Receiving Clerk, Phil Hagen, to locate items moved and covered with dust during the
work, but he coped with the situation very well.
The City Auction was held June 6, 1992. The inclement weather made the set up for the auction
a greater challenge and our appreciation to those City employees who donated their time so
freely is appreciated even more. For the past several years we have relied on the sage advice
of the City Clerk that "it never rains for the auction." Notwithstanding her wisdom and advice,
advance arrangements are made with the Elm Street parking garage management to hold the
auction there in the event of rain. The steady rain, additional logistics requirements and poor
acoustics offered by the garage, made the auction a challenge to the City workers and bidders.
In spite of the rainy day, over 250 bidders registered and $4,000 was raised to add to the City
revenue.
CITY HALL MAINfTENANCE AND CUSTODIAL STAFF
Building Manager James R. Duchesne
Custodian II Roger J. Bertrand
Mail/Receiving Clerk Philip D. Hagen
Custodian Robert C. Femandes
Custodian Marcel J. Beaudoin
Custodian Henry A. Lavoie
Matron Anna J. Sweklo
Building Manager, District Court Lewis Couronis
Custodian, District Court Roland A. Simoneau
The Building Maintenance and custodian staff of City Hall and the District Court building
continued to keep both buildings in top shape. The District Court building was sold to the State
of New Hampshire in May 1992 and at that time Mr. Lewis Couronis retired from employment
with the City. In total Mr. Couronis had worked 12 years for the City, having been employed
by the Nashua School District prior to working at the District Court building. Mr. Couronis left
the building in excellent condition and his years of dedicated service are appreciated.
The City Hall building maintenance staff were kept busy with a number of projects. A major
project during this fiscal year was relocating the City Clerk's office to a newly renovated area
at the Elm Street entrance of the building. Before any work could be done in that area, the State
of New Hampshire motor vehicle section had to be moved to another location. That task was
accomplished by the building maintenance staff without any disruption in the motor vehicle
section operation and included construction of an attractive 25 ft. counter from material
remaining from other projects. In assessing the cost of hiring a general contractor as opposed
to the Building Manager assuming that role, it was decided that the Building Manager would
oversee the City Clerk renovation activity. Mr. Duchesne was in his full glory, accomplishing
those tasks that he and his assistant, Roger Bertrand, could do and monitoring the progress of
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contractors hired to do other tasks. Through the hard work and dedication of Mr. Duchesne and
his able assistant, the project was completed ahead of schedule and well under the budgeted
amount for the project. The physical move of the City Clerk office and storage equipment and
documentation was a feat in itself. The size and weight of many of the storage fixtures
challenged the crew of City employees who worked many hours that January weekend to
accomplish the move.
Once the City Clerk was moved, it was then possible to paint and accomplish smaller scale
renovations necessary to move the Financial Services department into the area vacated by the
City Clerk's office. Again, the renovations were accomplished by the building maintenance
department at a significant cost savings to the City. This moved combined all financial personnel
into one area for greater efficiency and service to their customers.
The Hunt Memorial Building at 6 Main Street continues to remain under the care of our City
Hall Building Maintenance staff Despite several potential opportunities to relinquish the building
to new owners during the year, none of the offers were deemed fully in the best interest of the
City. We are encouraged and optimistic that a newly formed Hunt Building Restoration





Human Resource Manager Marilyn "Mitzi" Baron
Human Resource Coordinator Leslie Campbell *
Human Resource Assistant Barbara Cote
Payroll Supervisor Sue Hill
Payroll Assistant Barbara Anctil
Clerk-Typist Diane Denning
* resigned 11/92 -Position not filled
The Human Resource Department continues to provide comprehensive support to all City
departments, excluding the Board of Education, in their employee-related functions, including
but not limited to the following areas:
Employment:
Recruiting, advertising, testing, interviewing, reference checking, enrollment, record keeping,
benefits enrollment, and management reporting.
Employee Relations:
Training, Employee Assistance Program, employee awards, equal\employment and affirmative
action administration, policy development and implementation for union and non-union
employees, implementation and administration of the Merit System.
Labor Law:
Negotiation of labor-management agreements for United Auto Workers, ASFCME and lAFF and
interpretation of labor contracts for management.
Payroll:
Management of the entire City of Nashua's payroll process including the Board of Education
employees. This function is responsible for the weekly payroll to include but not limited to the
following: interfacing with all payroll clerks, adjustment of errors, manual checks, direct deposit
tapes process (ACH), quarterly tax audit, and year end W-2's.
The year, in retrospect, was one of new initiatives for the Human Resource Department partly
due to the regional economic downturn and an innovative administration. We had a tremendous
responsibility in recruiting and hiring with the increased number of applicants and a plethora of
restrictions from the State/Federal government dealing with the application process.
However, one of the primary functions of Human Resources is to look constantly for new and
better ways to perform. As a team, we have accomplished this goal. This fiscal year, the Human
Resource Department team has developed and implemented a revised mission statement:
"The Human Resource Department is committed and dedicated to provide their professional





In the employment arena, we had an active application and selection process during this fiscal
year:
FY 92 FY 91 FY 90
Full time/regular positions posted
Applicants
Applicants per job (approx)
Summer/temporary positions posted
Applicants
Applicants per job (approx)
Total applicants for employment
(other than Police Uniformed
and Library positions)




Disabilities, including AIDS awareness training; stress management counseling with the
assistance of our Employee Assistance Program from the Nashua Memorial Hospital; and
Performance Evaluation sensitivity workshops concentrating with the dynamics of the process.
Several policies were developed and implemented at City Hall this fiscal year. A smoke free
environment was establish in City Hall, effectively complying with the New Hampshire State
law RSA 165:45 established in 1990.
Health Screening Day was held for the benefit of all City Employees. With the assistance of the
City's Community Services Department and the deNicola Center we had an excellent response
from our employees. May is also the month employees can change their benefits packages, i.e.
health insurance, life insurance, dental insurance.
The fourth Annual Employee Awards Luncheon was held to honor employees for perfect
attendance and length of service. Other awards included Division Employee of the Year, and the
Community Volunteer Award. The committee was made up of representatives from each
division. This year's recipients of the Division Employee Award included Fern Lavoie,
Administrative Services Division; Sharon Brody, Community Services Division; Jeff Chelgren,
Community Development Division; Mike Lambert, Public Works Division; John Kempton,
Nashua Fire Department; Janet Emmett, Nashua Police Department; and Barbara Maw, Nashua
Public Library. The Community Volunteer Award was presented to Kathy Roy of the Nashua
Police Department.
As of this writing, the status of the union contracts which are the responsibility of the Human
Resource Department include: the employees of the Board of Public Works represented by
AFSCME, Local 365; impasse was reached in September of 1992, however, we are anticipating
a mediation session in the near future: the employees of the Fire Department are represented by
the International Association of Firefighters, Local 789; we anticipate commencing negotiations
in January 1993: the professional and clerical\technical employees in various City departments
are represented by the United Auto Workers (UAW) Local 2232; negotiations are in progress.
The Human Resource department continues to be a reliable resource of information. The staff
will continue their commitment to the HR Mission statement in providing their above-referenced




Manager Louis H. Simmons
Applications Manager Michael Roy
Systems Analyst IV Luann Moore
Systems Analyst III Mary Crawford
Systems Analyst II Kerri Lunn
Systems Analyst I Catherine Joyal
Fiscal Year 91-92 has proven to be very productive for the Management Information Systems
Department.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES SYSTEMS
Digital MicroVax 3100 systems were installed to provide additional processing capabilities. As
part of the revaluation Crucial Impact Model GIS capabilities were installed to support the
Assessors Office.
Currently the citywide Vax Cluster supports:
Over 120 interactive users
50+ special and regular printers
Access by 30 personal computers
As a part of the VaxCluster 4 mini computers
Support for all City Departments and Divisions
APPLICATIONS SUPPORT
During fiscal year 92, a greater emphasis was placed on system and application documentation.
The conversion of older applications into newer menu-driven applications continued, the goal
being to completely menu all applications. Menu driven systems are easier to use and allow for
a higher level of security for the data base. Efforts continue to gain better performance from
both hardware and software.
VOTER REGISTRATION
Additional multi user capabilities added.
During the year the Management Information Systems Department responded to a total of 749




Sealer of Weights and Measures
Receiving his Certification from the State of New Hampshire for his Enforcement of the
Weights and Measures Statutes.
Photo Courtesy of The Telegraph
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DIVISION OF PUBLIC WORKS
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS:
Chairman Honorable Rob Wagner
Vice Chairman Francis X. Donovan
Commissioner Robert A. Durant
Commissioner Donald J. Dyer
Commissioner Ansel S. Grandmaison
DIVISION OFFICIALS
Director of Public Works L. Peter Benet
City Engineer James F. Hogan
SUPERINTENDENTS
Administration Kenneth F. Sheehan
Street Department Donald R. Levesque
Wastewater Treatment Facility Lorraine Sander
Park & Recreation Department Francis Dorsey
The Division of Public Works notes, with sadness, the untimely death of Kenneth F. Sheehan,









PUBLIC SEWERAGE AND DRAINAGE BY DEVELOPERS
SEWERAGE
Municipal Government Report
PARK & RECREATION DEPARTMENT:
The Park System is composed of 800 acres of passive and active park sites and includes
the Holman Stadium; 32 athletic fields for baseball, football, soccer and eleven ice
skating rinks; three outdoor swimming pool complexes; and tennis courts at five locations
throughout the city. The cost for the operation and maintenance of the system this year
was $1,267,926.00.
Work at Yudicky Farm is progressing nicely and will be a multi-sport complex, ready
for 1994.
The Department has recently made renovations to the masonry at Holman Stadium
totaling $90,000.00 as part of an on-going project to upgrade the complex.
We have also updated all inner City Tot Lots and created several new Tot Lots with
some funding from Anheuser-busch, Inc. "Operations Bright Spot".
The Recreation part of the Department provides a wide variety of programs for all ages
in the community. It is responsible for developing the various schedules for different
youth activities. The utilization and coordination of large numbers of volunteers enables
the Department to run various programs that it offers. Without the assistance of the
civic-minded people our programs would be severely limited. The City if very fortunate
to have so many individuals both male and female, who give generously of their time and
skills. We take this opportunity to extend to them our heartfelt thanks.
Baseball - Babe Ruth League (Ages 13-15)
In 1992 this program consisted of twelve teams divided into Divisions I and II. The
number of participants was over 200. It is one of the largest programs in New
Hampshire. These teams are chartered with the National Babe Ruth League, Inc.
headquartered in New Jersey. In 1992 the Tigers, managed by Jim Sanderson, who has
been in the programs over 25 years, won the City Championship.
Baseball - "Ray Oban" Prep League (Ages 13-15)
1992 marked the 15th year for this program, because of the large numbers of youngsters
trying out for baseball in this age bracket. Recreation Supervisor, June Caron, felt that
is was unfair not to allow those 14-15 years old who did not make it to the "Major" Babe
Ruth League to play in some kind of recreation league. From 1983 the league has grown
to ten teams and has become the feeder program for the Babe Ruth League. A new field
called Jewell Lane was built to accommodate the expansion of this league.
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Baseball - Senior Babe Ruth (Ages 16-18)
The Nashua "Chiefs" is sponsored by this Department in the Senior Division of the Babe
Ruth League Program since 1973. The Chiefs are managed by Duane Erickson. Due
to a large turnout for this team, the Department decided to add a second 16-18 years old
team to the Senior Division. This team, called the "Mavericks", is a feeder team to the
Chiefs.
Basketball - Boys Senior Biddy (Ages 13-17)
This league is for the teenager who has graduated from the Biddy program and who still
want to play recreational ball. The league has fourteen teams with approximately 250
youngsters able to play.
Basketball - Girls Senior Biddy (Ages 13-18)
Since some girls who do not make school teams, but still want to play ball, this program
was put in for them. The size of this league is only four teams strong, and age limit was
increased to age 18 because we did not have enough players to run the league to age 15.
All aspects of putting these programs together, from tryouts to play-offs, rest with the
Park - Recreation Department. We have well over 1 ,3(X) youngsters who participate in
basketball during the winter months.
All-star Tournament:
For the past seven years the department has run an All-star Tournament for its six
leagues. It is a two day event which has sixteen teams competing as part of the program.
We also have a game that is played between league coaches. This game, as well as the
tournament, has drawn big crowds. The purpose of the tournament is to show the City
just how big and popular our basketball program is. That all who participate are
All-stars and everyone is a winner.
Fourth of July Celebration:
This annual City-wide celebration, which is held at Holman Stadium, begins with a Seven
mile Road Race. The Childrens' Field Day for youngsters age three to twelve begins at
1:(X) p.m.. After the various races are concluded, the City provides a small lunch for
all participants. Many view the Fourth of July Celebration as the single most important
and well attended event of the Summer Season. It attracts crowds of 25, (XK) or more.




The City's three swimming pools, Crown Hill, Burke Street; Rotary on Cleveland Street;
and Centennial on Sargent Avenue were opened for a ten week season. The swimming
classes are so popular that we now have two instructors per pool to double up the three
sessions that are run. A small fee is charged for all lessons. Adults as well as
youngsters utilize the pools seven days a week. We now have some hours at each j)ool
set aside for adults only, which has turned out to be very popular. We also have Family
Night as well as General Swim different nights of the week. Pool use continues to be
the most popular summer program.
STREET DEPARTMENT:
Major reconstruction projects were completed in fiscal year 1992.
During this fiscal year the Street Department is 9 positions under staffed, and is still
trying to take an aggressive approach to improving the City Streets.
WINTER ICE CONTROL MATERIALS
The total tonnage of salt and sand for ice control for fiscal 92 is as follows:
Tons of Salt Cost Tons of Sand Cost
D.P.W. Garage 4558.2 $ 125,374.03 2,474 $12,221.72
Park Department 721.5 $ 19,835.13 76 $683.24
TOTAL SURPLUS FOR SALT $62,790.84
TOTAL SURPLUS FOR SAND $18,295.84
PERMITS ISSUED
A total of 611 permits were issued by the Street Department. They consisted of the
following:
576 Street Opening Permits
31 Encumbrance Permits
4 Curb Cut Permits
SEWER AND DRAIN CONNECTIONS
A total of 69 connections were installed. They consisted of the following:
66 Sewer Connections Installed




The City of Nashua has seventy six (76) intersections with traffic lights, eleven(ll)
locations with flashing beacons. The majority of maintenance work is done by the
Traffic Division personnel. Outside firms are called in when needed.
DW Highway/ Spitbrook Road Corridor Traffic Management Project
Thanksgiving 1991 marked the completion of a Developer Funded public infrastructure
improvement. Under the authority of the Citywide Planning Board and under direction
of the City Traffic Engineer, $1.8 million dollars was expended to significantly improve
commuter, retail generated and heavy demand Christmas Season Traffic.
Through the installation of a (first in the Country) prototype PC based software package
Remote control of all traffic lights on DW Highway and Spitbrook Road could be
accessed by the Traffic Engineer or the Fire Department. This remote control is a
"Nashua Only" feature, added the original software package. It provides for corridor
clearing of Traffic ahead of any emergency vehicle (Fire, Police, Ambulance) if
requested or needed, additionally mass evacuation of Traffic can be accomplished if a
hazardous incident occurs.
Some of the improvements done with private monies on the corridor are:
1
.
Widening of D.W. Highway from Spitbrook Road South to Massachusetts
state line from five to seven lanes.
2. Widening and re-aligning D.W. Highway near Burger King and Green
Ridge Turkey Farm from five to six lanes.
3. Installation of a sidewalk for most of the distance from Funworld South
to Pheasant Lane Mall.
4. The installation of the Eastside connector road from Pheasant Lane Mall
through Home Depwt and Toys R Us shopping centers.
Finally, a second first for Nashua, a hundred foot free standing tower was placed
at the intersection of DW Highway and Spitbrook Road with three remotely
controlled color cameras on the top, allowing both the Police, Fire, Traffic




STREET AND CROSSWALK STRIPING
Nashua has approximately 1598 City Streets measuring 400 miles to maintain. Included
as part of street maintenance functions is the striping of street lines, stopbars, directional
arrows and crosswalks.
Number of arrows 750
Number of crosswalks painted 300
Number of stopbars painted 285
Number of feet of parking stalls 17,000
Number of feet of street lines striped (Dble Yellow) 455,000
Number of feet of street lines striped (Edge lane White) .... 236,890
Paint Used (Gallons) Yellow 1,255
White 630
Glass Beads Used (LBS) 11,180
NOTE: Street striping is done by use of State Truck assisted by the
Traffic Division personnel.
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES REPORT
From July 1, 1991 through June 30, 1992, the sum of $246,446.66 was collected from
parking meters and rented spaces in parking lots.
Many changes are currently being processed within the Department of Weights and
Measures; the most recent being that the City of Nashua has undertaken the "licensing"
of all weighing and measuring devices currently being used "Commercially" throughout
the city. Once this operation is in full swing, not only will an increase in revenue be
generated, but the "licensing" will also help the City Sealer to have more control in
enforcing the Weights and Measures Act, with a potential revenue of $15,(X)0.00.
RSA 438: 15-a "Training of Inspectors" reads, in part, "Any inspector of the Department
of Agriculture appointed to enforce the laws and rules pertaining to Weights and
Measures under RSA 438 shall successfully complete the preparatory training program
for part-time police officers established by the Police Standards and Trainings Council
pursuant to RSA 188-F... Upon successful completion of the training program such
inspector shall be certified a part-time police officer
Nashua's City Sealer completed his training in May 1992, bringing the city in line with
the state weights and measures act of 1989. Nashua is also proud to have the only





In Fiscal Year 1992, the NASHUA RECYCLES program expanded in several important
directions - a second recycling truck was added to the DPW fleet, allowing some
expansion of neighborhood collection and the start of a public school paper recycling
program. Students at Pennichuck Junior High and Dr. Crisp Elementary Schools helped
to set up and operated their model programs, which divert paper, cardboard and tin cans
from the trash.
Through a summer work programs, teens who live in public housing helped to organize
recycling in the Nashua Housing Authority (NHA) family complexes. With grants from
the Governor's Recycling Program - the third for the City - and New Hampshire the
Beautiful, the NHA also instituted a special recycling program for its residents of senior
citizen housing.
Three TRASH BASHES were held at the Nashua Recycling Center in FY92. These
promotional events helped to attract residents to the Center, and gave them the




FOUR HILLS LANDFILL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
In early October 1992 the City submitted permit applications to the NH Department of
Environmental Services (NHDES) for the closure of the existing unlined Four Hills
Landfill and the construction of an improved lined landfill. The permit submittals were
the result of 2 years of civil and hydrogeological engineering and planning by the City
staff and CMA Engineers, Inc. Currently the Department of Public Works is under
contract with CMA Engineers, Inc. for final engineering, design and construction
management of the proposed landfill closure and improvement projects.
NHDES is expected to provide permit approval by early Summer 1992. Upon approval,
the City will begin initial construction of the proposed landfill improvements.
Construction design and schedules are engineered to maximize the use of City forces in
the closure and improvement projects to minimize the landfill cost. Completion of Phase
One of the proposed landfill and closure of the existing landfill are planned for early
1996. Completion of these projects will allow the City to be compliant with all
applicable State and Federal laws and regulations in the most cost effective manner
possible and provide capacity for Nashua's solid waste for the next 15 years.
NASHUA WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY
In this 12 month period, the Nashua Wastewater Treatment Facility processed 3.2 billion
gallons of wastewater including 1 million gallons of septage. The water leaving the plant
and going to the Merrimack River had 95% of the impurities removed, which amounted
to 15,900 tons of material which did not end up in the Merrimack River.
A new state mandated bacterial testing program was started in February. Since the new
test is much more specific for fecal contamination, we have been able to more accurately
judge waste for the local environment.
Our Industrial Pretreatment Program inspects and test 142 industries in the City. This
year, our last big industry came on line with its own treatment system, reducing the
organic material coming to the plant. Eight companies in the City either closed or
moved away from the Nashua Area.
As a result the efforts of the Employee Safety Committee, we had only one lost time
accident for the entire year. This committee organizes training sessions, does safety
inspections, implements safety suggestions from all staff members and runs a safety
incentive program.
Collectively, the employees of Wastewater Treatment Facility continue to work together
to meet Nashua's future water pollution control needs. As a team we seek improvements
and greet challenges in keeping with the City's objective of fulfilling today's




Division Director Dolores Bellavance
Coordinator, Child Care Services Christina Lister
Coordinator, Nashua Mediation Program Candace Dochstader
Building Manager Gerard Deschamps
Administrative Secretary Sandra Weymouth
MEMBERS BOARD OF HEALTH
Chair David Brumley, MD
Aldermanic Liaison Joyce Arel
Aldermanic Liaison Steve Kuchinski
Member Donald Levi, MD
Member Anthony Storace, DMD
Alternate Member Edward Holland, MD
MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of the Community Services Division is to serve the community by maintaining the
well being of its citizens.
MEDICAL DIRECTOR
In July 1991, the Community Services Division with the sanctioning of the Mayor and Board
of Aldermen was granted the opportunity to fill the position of Medical Director which had been
left vacant since 1976, (formerly city physician).
The city's Medical Director, Dr. Richard Slosberg has made a tremendous impact in public
health. Aside from his clinic work in the Public Health Department, he also works as part time
medical director for the School Department.
MUNICIPAL ADVISORY CHANNEL COMMITTEE
This committee has continued to meet throughout the year, the Community Services Division
Director also encouraged the training of Jane Ouellette, Environmental Health Sanitarian to the
proper use of the video equipment. The committee also submitted a request for $10,000 from
the Review and Comment Committee to continue its work and purchase needed equipment.
NASHUA TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
The annual mall show was held again this year, with the addition of a resource guide also made
available through the Task Force. A steroid conference was also held for the benefit of athletes,




A new information session for the newly elected officials on the Board of Aldermen and the
School Board was presented by the department heads and the director of the Community Services
Division.
ANHEUSER BUSCH
Again provided funds to enable the Public Health Department to host the Christmas party for
the our Well-Child clinic patients. Over two hundred children and parents took part. IngersoU-
Rand has again provided many toys to the division for disbursement to the clinic and the welfare
children.
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
A presentation was made to this committee re: the health and safety needs in the laboratory.
This resulted in a favorable rating which will enable the upgrading of our Environmental Health
laboratory.
PADUP
A committee has been in place and is making progress in dealing with the pregnant-addicted
female. The Public Health Department participates in a related OSAP grant to deal with this
problem. The director serves on a legislative committee whose goal is to create awareness of the
problem.
NEIGHBOR TO NEIGHBOR
Many division employees are involved in securing volunteer time from area medical
professionals to provide services to those not served or underserved. Meetings are held regularly
at 18 Mulberry Street and plans call for a clinic to be established at this site initially for 2-3
hours a week.
SOUTHERN N.H. HIV/AIDS TASK FORCE
This task force has been extremely active with many Community Services Division employees
participating on the board level and on committees. The Board meets monthly and submitted a
propo^ to the Review and Comment Committee for $10,000 to provide services for those
individuals infected with HIV. The money was granted. Other fund raisers were also initiated.
The director also participated in the three day training for counselling HIV patients.
DEDICATION
The Ash Street playground was this year's Anheuser-Busch project for operation beautification.
With several departments involved including Planning, BPW and Parks, the area has been
rejuvenated.
RETIREMENT
The Health Officer, Martin J. Burke retired after seventeen years of service to the city. Michael




As with all programs within the scope of the Community Services Division, mediation services
have expanded, grants from Hillsboro County were again awarded for the greater Nashua Region
and a mini grant for the Milford area. Ellen Gardent has been hired as coordinator for the
Milford program with a small office located at the Chappell Tractor Office complex. Over
seventy people currently participate as volunteers in the program. Approximately two hundred
fifty families were served this year. Candace Dochstader, Coordinator has been providing the
training as well as coordinating the volume of referrals currently being addressed.
BOARD OF HEALTH
Members of the Health Board have been actively involved through providing letters of support,
community involvement and their participation in programs when requested.
The Community Services Division merit employees deserve tremendous credit for the hardwork





Health Officer: July 91 -March 92: Martin J. Burke (Retired)
April 92-June 92: Michael V. Tremblay
Senior Sanitarian: July 91-March 92: Michael V. Tremblay
April 92-June 92: Vacant
Laboratory Director: Jeannette T. Kotopoulis
Environmental Technologist: Thomas E. Livingston
Sanitarian: Jane E. Ouellette
Secretary: Susan C. Lapointe




Summer Laboratory Assistant: Stephanie Roy
The activities and responsibilities for the department staff continues to grow in all areas of
environmental health programs. Major emphasis of department duties lie in the areas of food
service sanitation of approximately five hundred (500) licensed food service establishments. Over
the year there has been a marked increase in temporary food service licenses and request for
home operated businesses.
The number of day care type programs is increasing extending the number of site inspections
required for state licensing.
Swimming pool and spa program continues to expand placing an increased demand on staff to
dedicate more time for licensing, on site inspections, poolside testing and training programs.
An area of growing concern is that of indoor air quality. The department has obtained several
new pieces of sampling equipment to assist in the investigation of air quality complaints. Several
special investigations have been conducted in both private and public buildings.
Public awareness in the areas of radon in air, lead in drinking water and lead paint has increased
the staffs involvement with complaints, providing information and testing in these areas.
Significant special investigations have been conducted in the following areas.
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1. Lead paint poisoning, removal, remediation and education.
2. Indoor air quality studies for several city owned buildings.
3. The discovery of noncoliform bacteria in the drinking water supply for an elementary
school.
4. Examination of the Hunt Building for any environmental health problems.
5. Radon testing of all Nashua Public Schools and several other city buildings.
6. Several major abatement projects for outdoor sites and continued investigation of the
former John Manville site.
7. Site assessments of several properties for public taking were conducted to evaluate any
potential environmental problems on the sites.
Certifications and Other Accomplishments.
Radon Proficiency Program
Certification into the AAAI Network
(Identification and Speciation Studies)
State Laboratory Certification
Obtaining Capital Improvement funds for lab improvements
New programs or programs with revisions.
CFC Ordinance
(compilation of materials, mailings, training and outreach).
Rotorod collection
Daily collection from roof of City Hall
Winter Rodent Control Program
Other areas of importance:
There has been an increase in septic system installations, many inquiries on site assessments by
environmental engineering firms, freon gas leaks, fish kill in the Nashua River, hydraulic oil
spills, and increased inquiries on rabies due to rabies virus movement north to northeast area.
Educational conferences, seminars and training sessions attended by the staff
1. Lead Paint Poisoning and Prevention
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2. U.S. Food and Drug Administration annual conferences
3. Special problems in Food Sanitation
4. AAAI Training at University of Michigan
5. Asbestos Awareness
6. EPA sponsored RCRA Stabilization Technologies
7. Training in the use of Video Equipment
8. HIV Awareness
9. Lead and Copper Rule sponsored by AWWA
10. FDA sponsored course on Foodbome Outbreaks.
NASHUA PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Chief Public Health Nurse
Medical Director
Nurse Practitioner






















The Nashua Public Health Department is dedicated to the promotion and preservation of public
health through the utilization of a holistic approach to the individual, family and community.
This city funded department has the responsibility of meeting the health needs of the citizens.
The department receives additional funding from the New Hampshire Bureau of Disease Control,
the New Hampshire Bureau of Maternal Child Health, New Hampshire Bureau of Special
Medical Services, 5 % Incentive Funds from Hillsborough County and the Children's Trust Fund.
The team continues to strive for professionalism and to update their knowledge base regarding
global and local health risks and how to combat them.
Dr. Slosberg, as Medical Director, has enabled the team to participate in new educational
experiences and to service a broader range of clients. He acts as a medical consultant to the
Nashua Public Health Department programs and addresses the questions of various other
agencies. He is supportive of family values and committed to meeting the health needs of
children, adolescents and the indigent.
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Hospital Coordination
Coordination of discharge planning for mothers and newborns continues.
WELL CHILD CLIlSfIC
The Well Child Clinic has experienced many changes this year. Due to increased need for other
clinics (i.e. child immunizations, tuberculosis testing, STD and HIV clinic, etc.) the space is
more frequently host to two simultaneous clinics. With the downturn in the economy of New
Hampshire, the need for pediatric care here has risen. The number of admissions between July
1991 and July 1992 was 243. Simultaneously, for the first time in eight years, families are
moving, not to Hudson, but to Oklahoma, North Carolina, Florida and Texas.
Many clients pay between $150 and $225 per week rent without utilities. Most clients work,
often both parents on different shifts (factories, food service and cleaning) to avoid child care
costs and the possible risks of a sitter caring for their children. Formal day care is usually
prohibitive.
As the numbers increase, so has the time of a well child visit. At two, four and six months, for
example, there are immunizations for DTP, polio, Hib and hepatitis. Each immunization requires
a specific explanation of the risks and side affects and the care if a reaction occurs. Additionally,
each child is screened for lead, hemoglobin, tuberculosis, hearing and vision. Sickle cell
screening is done when appropriate. A complete nutritional and development assessment is done
in addition to the well child visit. The nurse practitioner performs all tasks but the height, weight
and head circumference which is done by the assistant. Minor childhood illness is assessed,
treated and followed. Follow-up care is also scheduled. This represents about 70% of clients
seen daily.
One third of all of the above is in the Spanish language. In general, the Hispanic families are
intact...two working parents with an indigenous and homogenous support system of their own.
They handle stress (i.e. layoff), illness, child care and also, help each other financially at
difficult times.
Advocacy for services is still a major part of holistic well child care. The clinic assistant
provides a vital role in assisting and directing our clients, telephone inquiries and people who
walk in with questions and papers.
A major impact on the practice has been the participation of the nurse practitioner in the Office
of Substance Abuse Prevention grant "Baby Steps". This program attempts, with the Gateway
Family Health staff and a public health nurse, to reach addicted (alcohol and drugs, not
cigarettes, unfortunately) pregnant women. The mothers receive substance abuse counseling and
prenatal care at Gateway, home visits pre and post partum from the public health nurse, delivery
at Memorial with post partum care. Their infants receive pediatric care from the Nashua Public
Health Department nurse practitioner.
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It is a research grant requiring much data collection and many meetings at different sites. The
public health nurse and nurse practitioner both received training in highly specific assessments,
required at different ages for the infant. Evidence, so far, indicates that each infant is quite
unique, there may not be a "crack or alcohol baby". But there certainly is an extraordinarily
needy mother, often victim of a plethora of life's pain.
The medicaid census is about 35%. Total census hovers about 550. Physicians are increasingly
setting limits on the numbers of medicaid clients in their practices. Hence, the Well Child Clinic
numbers of this population has increased, bringing in about $2,500 a month in revenue.
The clinic assistant's computer skills have enabled modernizing access to client information and
data keeping to a great extent. We invite you to visit our clinic and meet the children of Nashua.
HOME VISITS
Home visits are made to involve families in special programs available through the health
department and cooperating agencies to promote the health of children and families. Home visits
are essential in planning interventions, to provide individualized education and emotional
support.
PLAY LEARNING - HOME VISITOR - HOME VISITOR PROGRAM
This program is designed to educate and support potentially abusive families, to keep the family
together and to help the members become more productive citizens.
This year a new brochure was developed. Outreach activities continue. Numerous referrals were
received from this agency as well as cooperating community service agencies. There is a waiting
list.
Curriculum planning and program evaluation is ongoing. The use of self improvement incentives
has been recognized as a positive component. The use of such incentives will be initiated.
Budget planning and prioritizing is ongoing.
The program continues to produce positive changes in children. The children participating in the
program exhibit different levels of ease in separating from their parents and engaging in
activities in a new social situation. Many of these children have developmental delays and are
difficult to manage. Dramatic changes are often seen in the behaviors and cognitive abilities of
the children. The parents learn new coping skills and always make positive comments regarding
this program.
SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM
The Nashua Public Health Department nurses continue to provide services to students in grades
kindergarten through nine in the Nashua Parochial Schools which includes: maintenance of health
records; review of immunization history; yearly screening for audio, scoliosis, vision and
tuberculosis skin testing; classroom teaching (per school staff request); and health resource for
staff, students and families regarding health issues.
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PRESCHOOL VISION AND HEARING SCREENING PROGRAM
Early detection and treatment of these problems will save health and social service costs in the
future. The percentage of children identified with failures increased this year. Of 451 children
screened, 86 failed or 19%.
GREATER NASHUA CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Greater Nashua Child Development Program continues to provide a comprehensive
assessment of infants and children up to age seven when there are concerns about the child's
physical, intellectual, speech, language or social emotional development.
The clinic coordinator participates in numerous interagency activities for sharing information,
meeting professional education needs and coordination of services. The coordinator is involved
in planning projects to develop systematic community based approaches to referral and
evaluation. The objective is to increase integration of the Child Development Program into other
community services and decrease duplication of service.
New ways to increase public awareness of the program have been investigated. A pamphlet has
been developed and increased interagency activities initiated. A Spanish speaking interpreter has
been hired to work with this program.
Twelve Greater Nashua Child Development Program clinics were held at the health department
and two off site. Seventy-one referrals were made to this program. Twenty-seven children
received comprehensive assessments and twenty-six children were referred to other service
organizations. The Child Development Program team offers educational programs to school
personnel and to other organizations upon request.
GENETIC CLINIC
This program offers diagnostic evaluation and genetic counseling. The service includes: a
complete medical diagnostic evaluation, supportive and informational counseling regarding the
etiology of the defect and its recurrence risk and information regarding identification of carriers
of recessive genetic disorders and certain chromosome abnormalities.
An education session is offered to the public on clinic days.
SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME (SIDS)
The public health nurses are responsible for coordinating services to SIDS affected families in
the Nashua area.
The public health nurses present accurate information about SIDS: evaluate family member's
response to the child's death; assess the family support system; inform the family of available
helping resources; obtain medical information for statistical purposes; review autopsy reports and
provide continued care through home visits and telephone.





Formally the Maternal Child Chemical Dependency Program the program is a community
cooperative effort to improve the health of pregnant women and their infants by implementing
an effective treatment intervention which decreases the incidence of perinatal postpartal chemical
dependency.
The program offers comprehensive services (chemical dependency treatment in addition to
prenatal, postpartal and pediatric care) to pregnant women and their children. This is a model
program in the State of New Hampshire.
DISEASE CONTROL PROGRAMS
The Nashua Public Health Department team follows the New Communicable Disease Rules (He-
P301) for mandatory investigating, reporting, monitoring and screening of specific diseases.
This list names forty-six diseases which include, but are not limited to, tuberculosis, hepatitis,
diarrheal illnesses, childhood illnesses (i.e. pertussis, measles), AIDS and sexually transmitted
diseases.
Investigation and follow-up may include AIDS counseling and testing, collaboration with
physicians/agencies, diagnostic tests, health education, home visits, prescription supervision and
documentation.
IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM
Immunizations are made available to improve health standards and to prevent diseases for the
individual, the family and the community. Any resident greater than two months of age may
receive available vaccine as needed.
Protocol recommendations are from the Advisory Committee on Immunization (ACIP) of the
United States Public Health Service. These recommendations are also policies of the New
Hampshire Division of Public Health Services.
This year there has been an increased demand for immunizations at the health department for
infants, children and adults. The flu vaccine clinics offered to seniors has seen a tremendous
increase in client requests, (2200 in Fall 1991). During routine clinics, 2309 immunizations were
administered. Clinics are offered three times a month and as needed in crisis or special
situations. It is believed that a down turn in the economy and loss of jobs has increased the
demand for public health immunization services.
TUBERCULOSIS PROGRAM
Tuberculosis is a public health problem. This present escalating problem is associated with the
HIV/AIDS epidemic and the influx of immigrants from high prevalence countries, i.e. Asia,
Africa and Latin America. It is also associated with the homeless, alcoholics, drug users,
persons without medical care and residents of long term care facilities.
This year it has been necessary to provide incentives along with observed therapy so that non-
compliant clients are adequately medicated. It has been necessary to work closely with the state
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health department personnel regarding non-compliant patients and laws which need to be enacted
to protect the public.
The department team is providing education and tuberculosis screening to high risk populations
and their care persons. A public health nurse is involved in outreach activities to other service
agencies, schools and institutions. A clinic program is planned. The medical director will be
receiving special training.
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE PROGRAM
This program provides disease intervention and investigation. Sexually transmitted disease health
education and risk reduction information is also provided.
At the STD clinic a $20 sliding fee is requested but no client is refused services because of
inability to pay. Due to the depressed economy, approximately 75% of clients did not pay for
services and 5% paid less than the $20 fee this year.
Supplies for the clinic are primarily provided by the state health department in a timely manner.
There have been some delay in receiving blood collection supplies, mainly due to the tremendous
successive monthly increases in testing.
Some structural changes were made in the clinic area which has enhanced clinic operation.
Approximately 800 persons received STD services this year. It was anticipated that teens and
persons working three to eleven shifts would benefit from a Monday afternoon clinic, however,
most teens continue to prefer the Thursday evening clinic. The Monday clinic seems to service
persons in need of education or have special problems/complications and thus require more time.
The Nashua STD clinic provided approximately 800 units of service (separate visits for
treatment, follow-up or education). The ratio of males to females continued to be 2: 1 this year;
the continued increase in females due to the depressed economy and female clients unable to
afford the fees at other agencies and the long wait for appointments. 5.2% of clients were Black
and 2.3% were Hispanic. 5.5% of males serviced were eighteen years or younger, while 24.7%
of females were eighteen years of age or younger. Many teens continue to use condoms
infrequently and an increasing number report engaging in anal intercourse at lease once in the
past six months.
This site has become increasingly concerned with the number of teen women who have not had
pap smears, especially those who are being treated for HPV. The request has been made to
provide pap smears at cost to female clients.
HIV/AIDS PROGRAM
This program provides voluntary, confidential, pre test and post test counseling and partner
notification services. This service is provided concurrently with the two sexually transmitted
disease clinics on Wednesday afternoons and by appointment.
Team members actively solicit opportunities to provide HIV/AIDS awareness education and HIV
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health education/risk reduction messages to municipal and community agencies including mental
health facilities, drug treatment centers, adult education facilities, English as a Second Language
classes, hospitals, homeless shelters, soup kitchens, establishments frequented by high risk
individuals. Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotic Anonymous groups.
A special component of this program addresses the needs of the Spanish speaking population.
A Spanish speaking social worker has been hired part time. Susana Middleton is a trained HIV
counselor and also works at Nashua High School. Ms. Middleton spends some time at the health
department doing school related work. This is a nice example of cooperation.
Ms. Middleton participates in Street Outreach activities along with an Office Drug and Alcohol
Abuse worker and a Nashua Public Health Department team member. The street outreach
activities have been increased as a method of identifying difficult to reach populations.
Two public health nurses continue to offer a Communicable Disease Control approved
counseling and testing course to persons providing services to high risk clients.
The Nashua Public Health Department Disease Investigation Specialist is acting as a designee
of the Division of Public Health Services in the investigation of cases of HIV/AIDS and other
reportable sexually transmitted diseases in accordance with NH RSA 141-C:9 and RSA 141-F:9.
The goal is to identify persons with HIV/AIDS in the greater Nashua area so that funding can
be maintained.
NASHUA AIDS SELF HELP - NASHUA
NASH is a support group for people infected or affected by HIV or AIDS. An average of fifteen
persons consistently participate. The participants have developed support systems which extend
outside the group activities.
INFECTIOUS DISEASE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FIRE AND POLICE DEPARTMENTS
The Nashua Public Health Department team has written protocols which include the use of
universal precautions and general recommendation to decrease the potential for disease.
Nashua Public Health team members act as medical referral consultants giving instructions
regarding follow-up care after unprotected exposures.
This year Nashua Public Health Department team members visited each fire stations to present
information about tuberculosis, hepatitis and the human immuno suppressive virus.
OTHER
The Nashua Public Health Department team members participate in community organizations,
Southern NH HIV/AIDS Task Force, Neighbor to Neighbor Clinic, Head Start, Greater Nashua
Child Care, Gateway Family Health Center, Project Safeguard, New Hampshire Public Health
Association, NIAC, HACE and the Nashua Children's Home.
Team members addressed the public school nurses regarding tuberculosis and mantoux
screening. Engerix B has been administered to some school department personnel.
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Team members are revising Public Health Fact Sheets regarding infectious diseases investigated.
Team members participated in City Workers Health Day, Red Cross blood drawing and United
Way Appreciation Day.
Proclamations of service dedication were presented to Dr. Wallace F. Buttrick and Dr. William
Stephan.
The Children's Christmas Party was held at City Hall. It was a wonderful success. Anheuser-
Busch supported the party and the Senior Project Group made 280 sets of hats, mittens and
scarfs.
The department secretaries do a remarkable job of supporting all activities, especially answering
the many telephone questions.
The Nashua Public Health Department team will continue to strive to meet the changing health
needs of the City of Nashua.
CHILD CARE SERVICES
Coordinator Christina Lister
The Office of Child Care Services, established in October of 1987, continues with its objective
to facilitate the development of quality, affordable child care programs within the City of
Nashua.
The Coordinator is responsible for participating in local, regional and state child care initiatives;
enhancing and expanding child care resources; coordinating the effort among City agencies for
the continued growth of quality child care services; and, increasing public awareness of child
care needs.
Work with the City of Nashua Human Resources Department in the implementation of
the City's Dependent Care Assistance Plan for Municipal employees.
A Provide technical assistance and information to those interested in becoming licensed
child care providers.
Facilitate the formation of Center-based Director's Network Professional Organization.
A Provide resource and referral information for the community.
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A Participate in the Regional Vocational Education Committee for the Child Care
Committee at Nashua High School.
A Serve on the Board of the School Age School Age Child Care Council.
The Nashua Child Care Commission, consists of fifteen members, is appointed by the Mayor
and meets monthly with the Coordinator to review child care issues, as well as plan the Week
of the Young Child Celebration and the Annual Early Childhood Fair.
WELFARE DEPARTMENT
Welfare Officer Robert W. Tamposi
Case Technician Sharon Brody
Account Clerk Therese Charest
Administrative Secretary Marie Savage
City Welfare provides general maintenance level assistance by voucher to anyone who is income
eligible, without regard to category.
The downturn in the region's economy continued resulting in increased requests for local
Welfare assistance. Although many unemployed were able to seek relief through unemployment
compensation as well as either State and Federal assistance programs such as food stamps. Aid
to Families with Dependent Children, and Fuel Assistance, the city also saw an onslaught of
persons whose unemployment benefits have been exhausted, and did not qualify under the
regulations of other assistance programs. As a result the case load and costs escalated.
The Welfare Department continued to supervise a work program for able bodied recipients and
for alternative sentencing by the courts. The number of individuals performing community
service work in exchange for Welfare benefits grew significantly from past years.
The Welfare Officer, by ordinance, serves as Chairman of the Board of Housing Appeals. Other
memberships include the Executive Committee of the N.H. Local Welfare Administrators
Association, Board of Directors of the Nashua Association for the Elderly; and Advisory Boards
for Employment Development Services, a subdivision




Director David S. Boesch, Jr.
Secretary Lorania Graves
The Community Development Division is dedicated to working toward achieving its Mission:
To encourage and promote responsible development, maintain and improve existing land and
structures, and to enhance the overall quality of life within our community.
In fulfillment of this statement, the Division has pursued courses of action to address espoused
goals and objectives; dealing with issues related to affordable housing, public relations,
communication/coordination, and updating regulations and procedures. By taking a "systems
approach" , we endeavor to follow-through on the Mayor's "Total Quality Management" initiative
and focus further on customer service. We are doing these things in order to become more
effective at what we do by working smarter, being innovative and flexible, and being more
strategic in how we deploy available resources in accomplishing our above-Mission.
Fiscal Year 1991-1992 witnessed a range of events in the community. The reduced amount of
construction activity was contradicted by higher levels of planning-related reviews than were
forecasted. The Division maintained its key role in the newly-formed Center for Economic
Development: A partnership formed between the City and Chamber of Commerce, involving
over 100 business leaders from throughout the region, and united to implement the
recommendations promulgated in the Mount Auburn Study.
Finally, in FY92 the Division experienced the retirement of two long-time employees: Bob
Fontaiine and Bill Kimball. Their individual contributions to the community continue to be
realized. The Division also honored one of its own, with Jeff Chelgren receiving the Employee




On the way to renovation
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Manager Roger L. Houston, AICP
Deputy Manager/Zoning Administrator Robert J. Nemey
Planner II Jeffrey A. Chelgren, AICP
Planner II Rachel Webb, AICP
Planner II (Vacant - Position not Filled)
Planner I Paul W. Mann
Zoning Clerk Linda Taylor
The City of Nashua Planning Department is currently staffed with five (one Planner II position
is currently not filled) professional planners and a clerical staff of one. Responsibilities and
functions of the department are broad, encompassing a wide spectrum of topics and issues
ranging from review of current development plans, to conducting long range comprehensive
planning aimed at guiding future development and promoting responsible managed, quality
growth within the community.
Nashua continues to promote quality and sound land use planning with the objective of protecting
valuable natural resources, planning for necessary future public infrastructure improvements, and
working toward achieving a proper balance of safe, attractive and fiscally sound development.
The Planning Department provides technical expertise and serves in an advisory capacity to the
Nashua City Planning Board, the Zoning Board of Adjustment, and the Board of Aldermen and
its various Committees through the development and execution of land use policies, resolutions,
and ordinances. In addition, the Department provides, when possible, professional support
services to the Nashua Historic District Commission, the Nashua Conservation Commission,
Nashua Heritage Trail Committee, Facilities Committee, and others as requested.
In addition to its regular daily functions and responsibilities, the Planning Department provided
assistance to and initiated the following special processes, projects, rejwrts, analyses, and studies
during Fiscal Year 1991-1992:
STAFF REPORTS
Over Fiscal Year 1991-1992, the Planning Department completed 103 detailed reports or reviews
on site and subdivision plans for the Nashua City Planning Board which is an increase of 20
from FY 1991. The reports are delivered to the Planning Board prior to the meeting date. This
process gives the Board better information to assist them in their decision process. Also, the
Department provided the Zoning Board of Adjustment reports on use variances to aid in their
decision process. For significant use variances, the Department continues to utilize a process to
receive the Planning Board's opinions, advice and comments, which are in turn given to the
Zoning Board.
AUTOMATION OF RECORDS
The Planning Department is completing the task of computerizing its record system. Three
senior volunteers from the community have graciously given their time and expertise in helping
to achieve this objective. When completed this process will be a useful tool to quickly retrieve
information on past development applications for the City's use as well as enable the Planners
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to provide more timely information when requested by citizens, landowners, developers, and
others.
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
The Planning Department is the primary agency responsible for coordinating and preparing the
Capital Improvements Budget and Six-Year Plan. The CIP Committee, a subcommittee of the
Planning Board established by City Charter, annually recommends a fiscal year capital
improvements budget allocation/appropriation and a six-year capital improvements program
outlining long range needs and anticipated expenditures.
1990 CENSUS
The Department has been coordinating with the U.S. Census Bureau on information regarding
the city. This information is being utilized in the update of the City Master Plan and the City's
Demographic Profile.
PLANNING APPLICATION PROCESS
The Department continued to monitor and review the application process for the wetlands
ordinance. The flow chart and process has made the wetlands law easier to understand for all
those involved.
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
A compilation of data was updated in response to the most frequently asked questions regarding
socioeconomic data on the City of Nashua, (ie: population, income, housing, etc.) that is
invaluable to appraisers, developers, and new businesses and industry thinking of relocating or
expanding in Nashua.
BOND RATING PREPARATION
The most current statistics available were obtained for preparation of Nashua's Official
Statement; including, history, population, economy, planning and development, housing costs,
employment base, largest employers, retail sales, unemployment, building permits, and state tax
receipts. This information and that provided in the Capital Improvements Plan greatly
contributed to the City receiving an exceptional interest rate on its bond issues. The City's bond
rating agencies made several positive references to the City's Capital Improvement Plan.
DOWNTOWN 2000 PLAN
The Department printed and distributed the Downtown 2000 Plan.
MASTER PLAN
The Department continues to work on the Master Plan update. A draft colleges element was
completed which will be included in the upcoming Master Plan Revision.
ASH STREET PLAYLOT AND LEDGE STREET LINEAR PARK
The Planning Department provided the professional expertise to design and coordinate, with the




The Planning Department reviewed and inspected the construction of three large retail stores
located in the D. W. Highway corridor for completion to the approved site plan: B.J.'s
Wholesale Membership (107,000 s.f.); Costco Membership Club (117,856 s.f.); and Filenes
Department Store (150,000 s.f.), the fifth anchor to the Pheasant Lane Mall. In addition the
Department reviewed several office/industrial projects including Ingersol-Rand (54,(XX) s.f.);
Home Health Hospice Care (6,633 s.f.); Remax, 230 Amherst Street (4,694 s.f.); Harvard
Community Health Plan (2,024 s.f.); and Critical Care of America's proposed (250,000 s.f.) 3
building office complex.
TRANSPORTATION
The Planning Department continues to be an active member of the Nashua Area Transportation
Study (NATS) Technical Advisory Committee. This Committee membership consists of
representatives from the municipalities, and the state/federal transportation departments. This
involvement is critical in the development and updating of the regional transportation plan.
We in the Planning Department are pleased with our progress over the last year in helping
Nashua become a better place in which to live, work and play.
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BUILDING - CODE DEPARTMENT -
Director







Code Enforcement Officer II
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During Fiscal Year 92, the Code Department issued 1,013 building permits, 499 electrical permits,
271 plumbing permits, 174 mechanical permits and 105 permits for fire protection systems for a
total of 2,062. The value of this work exceeded 31 million dollars. Our construction inspection
staff of five was called to perform 5,426 inspections of the work authorized by these permits. With
Robert E. Fontaine's retirement in December, we have only four full-time people in that group.
The mechanical inspector position was left vacant entering into Fiscal Year 93.
Our four housing code enforcement officers inspected 6,091 dwelling units. Code Enforcement
Officer William S. Kimball retired in June. He will not be replaced during Fiscal Year 93, though
the need for housing inspections will not decrease. In difficult economic times, it tends to increase.
Compliance is harder to obtain. Extensions are granted necessitating increased follow-up,
reinspection, documentation, and general administrative time. We will try to meet that demand with
three code enforcement officers.
It is our intent to provide the required level of public safety services with a reduced staff in Fiscal
Year 93. Fortunately, we will be able to harvest the benefits of training and cross training
undertaken over the last several years. This advantage, coupled with a program of continuous
improvement of our operations, will be our route to success.
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The Mausoleum At Woodlawn Cemetery





Transit Coordinator* Arnold Alves
Contracts Specialist** Robert McManus
Housing Rehabilitation Administrator Sarah Hinsley
Project Specialist James Malone, III - M.S.
Clerk-Typist II*** Carmen Bergeron
Clerk-Typist II**** Carol Tebo
* (resigned 5/1/92)
** (hired 10/8/92 replacing Transit Coord.)
*** (resigned 6/13/92)
**** (temporary, full time replacement)
Background:
The activities of the Urban Programs Department are principally targeted to the housing needs of
lower-income households and those with special needs in the City of Nashua. This reflects the
mandate of the Federally-funded programs for which the Department is responsible. These needs
are summarized as follow:
affordable and decent housing
emergency shelter for the homeless
transit services for the mobility-impaired
services, and facilities to provide services, such as education and job training, health,
nutrition, and recreation
The Department focuses its efforts on inner-city neighborhoods to revitalize them and eliminate
substandard housing. It assists non-profits with carrying out renovation projects.
Many of these activities are accomplished with the cooperation and participation of other City
agencies, such as the Public Works Department, Building and Planning Departments, and the
Nashua Housing Authority.
Statistical Highlights of Fiscal Year 1992:
The Department oversaw expenditures totaling $3,248,653 in Fiscal Year 1992. Community
Development Block Grant funds in the amount of $715,960 were expended in Fiscal Year 1992,
an increase of 33% from Fiscal Year 1991. Housing Development Grant funds totaling $1,148,131
were advanced to the construction of the second phase of Clocktower Place, compared to
$4,418,969 in Fiscal Year 1991 . The transit system was operated at a cost of $1 ,077,265. The cost
to administer all programs in Fiscal Year 1992 was $202,328 or 6.2% of the total funds expended.
Of these costs, all but $16,714 came from grant sources.
Achievements:
SIDEWALK RECONSTRUCTION
Two sidewalk projects were undertaken and completed. One, Harbor Avenue from East Hollis to
Bowers Street, was a cooperative effort with the Public Works Department acting as general
contractor. The other was designed, bid and inspected by the Department. It included sidewalks




FRENCH HILL NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES
The French Hill Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) was incorporated and the first board of
directors elected this year. Urban Programs staff participated on the Steering, Structures,
Nominating and Program Services committees. The NHS will seek to build a public/private
partnership, bringing financial and professional resources to the effort. The principal goal is
improvement of housing conditions.
OPPORTUNITIES ACQUISITION PROGRAM
With the help of the Building and Fire Departments, Urban Programs identified buildings that were
vacant and hazards in inner-city neighborhoods. Approval was granted to begin the process of
buying and tearing down one of them at 22-26 Tolles Street.
CLOCKTOWER PLACE
Closeout of the grants for the two phases of Clocktower Place was underway in FY 1992.
Clocktower Place is the name given to the 326 apartments that are being created by the adaptation
of historic cotton mill buildings, part of the former Nashua Manufacturing Company complex. The
total project investment is $41,200,000 with $15,900,000 coming from two grants from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
HOUSING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
In FY 1992, seven projects were completed with a total of 21 units of housing, of which sixteen
are occupied by lower-income households. The total rehabilitation cost was $95,725. The
improvements were mostly major system replacement such as electrical, heating, roofing, windows
and structural repairs.
RENTAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM
Grants in the amount of $123,163 were expended in FY 1992. These funds match those of the
owners of rental property (to certain limits) to ensure safe, decent and affordable housing for lower
income households. Thirty-six units of housing were rehabilitated this fiscal year. The total value
of the work was $347,932, with the balance coming from the owner-investors.
TRANSIT
The Department continued to provide support to the Nashua Public Bus Transit Commission in the
oversight and administration of the fixed-route (Citybus) and paratransit services. The Department
continued to pursue funds and a site for a municipal bus garage. Due to the inability to locate a
suitable existing building for purchase, City-owned land holdings were studied, and a proposal to
use part of the Ledge Street School site for this purpose was successful. Unutilized land of about
four acres west of the school and school administration building appears to be very suitable. Once
the Board of Education concurred in this, a grant was applied for and received to design the
facility. Gannett Fleming, Inc., of Braintree, Massachusetts, specialists in bus garage design, were
selected as the City's consultant after a thorough review and evaluation. Ridership levels were




ASSISTANCE TO NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Community Development Block Grant funds were used to assist the following capital projects:
The third of three grants to assist in the construction of a twelve-bed residential addition to
the Nashua Children's Association at 125 Amherst Street ($60,000).
A grant to the Nashua Center of the Multiply Handicapped for the renovation of a building
on Simon Street ($14,000).
The Area Agency for Developmental Services received a grant to renovate a group home for
their clients ($6,954).
Renovations to the Adult Learning Center's building at 4 Lake Street($35,000).
Operating assistance was provided to the following agencies:
Gateway Family Health Center for the Pre-Natal Program ($41,639).
Nashua Soup Kitchen & Shelter, for operation of the emergency shelter ($32,311).
Boys Club, for the food service program ($6,(XX)).
Nashua Housing Authority, for the Adult Day Service Program ($15,(X)0).
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The Granite State Clown versus The Police Athletic League







BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS






































Theresa Gravel, Secretary V
Criminal Investigation Division
Lt. Robert Hodges
Susan Williams, Secretary III


































Donna Belzil, Secretary IV





Master Patrolman Robert Roy




Sharon Borstel, Secretary IV
Budget & Finance Division
Compensation/Benefits Division
Joy Pottle, Account Clerk Supervisor
Rachel Lamarche, Acct Clerk III
Karen Contoy, Acct Clerk II
Records Division
Juliette Smith, Records Supervisor
Louise Knoll, Clerk Typist II
Charlene Hafner, Clerk Typist II
Claire Cooper, Clerk Typist II
Jeanne Lavoie, Clerk Typist II
Lorette Gagnon, Clerk Typist II
Betty Waiver, Clerk Typist II
Bridget Doran , Clerk Typist II
Grace Gagne, Clerk Typist II
Dorothy Cillo, Clerk Typist II
Susan McHugh, Clerk Typist II
Building Maintenance Division
Scott Dowd, Custodian II
George Miller, Custodian II











































































































































Kathleen Roussel, Spec. II
Elizabeth Haskell, Spec. II
Kim Enwright, Spec. I
ANIMAL CONTROL DIVISION




Suzanne Bordeleau, Secretary V









Brian Sojka, Auto Mech 1st
Donald Foumier, Auto Mech 2nd






Master Patrolman Kenneth Wilson
Crime Prevention Specialist
Master Patrolman William Mansfield
School Specialist














































STRENGTH TABLE AS OF JUNE 30, 1992
Authorized Actual
Chief of Police




























Animal Control Officers 1





Support Personnel Full Time 37 36
Union:
Assistant Dispatchers 6
Communication Technicians I 9


















FIRE CHIEF RICHARD J. NAVAROLI
The Nashua Fire Department continues to provide emergency services for not only fires and
explosions but for medical emergencies in support of the ambulance provider.
In addition, the Fire Department performs emergency rescue services at construction sites, at
industrial and motor vehicle accidents. Crews are trained to handle awareness and operational
hazardous material situations and various electrical emergencies. Water emergencies are handled
in bodies of water as well as water salvage in buildings. The department's non emergency staff
supports the emergency services by keeping the equipment and systems functioning reliably.
Generally speaking, when citizens encounter an emergency and cannot determine who handles
it, they call their fire department.
The Nashua Fire Department takes pride in offering prevention, advice and education. The most
effective service has been the voluntary smoke detector and residential inspections program. We
invite all citizens to visit Fire Department locations to see and discuss the wide variety of valued
services the Fire Department provides.
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF E. S. FARNAM
As the most recently promoted Deputy Chief my goals and priorities have been related to
Emergency Medical Care.
Emergency Medical Care is a very important part of the Fire Service and to the Nashua Fire
Department. Our First Response Program which was started in the Summer of 1982 has
provided a Vital Service to the People of Nashua.
I have participated in this program in the capacity of Instructor. By way of continual updating
I have enhanced the skill levels of our firefighters.
My priority this past year was to update the dispatch procedure for the dispatching of Fire
apparatus to E.M.S. calls. My proposal hopefully will be completed and in service before the
end of the year. I have worked closely with Rockingham Ambulance to coordinate this procedure
and provide a more professional service to Nashua.
One of my responsibilities as Deputy Chief is Liaison Officer between both the Nashua Hospitals
and Rockingham Ambulance. Through this partnership I have brought to the department valuable
information regarding communicable diseases. Because of this information I have facilitated
improved training as it relates to communicable diseases.
I have developed a good report with Community Health Providers and with their help have
rewritten our S.O.P. on Communicable Diseases. All of this information and training will not









Trees, Brush, Grass Fires:
Refuse Fires:
Explosion, No After-Fires:
Outside Spill, Leak With Ensuring Fire:





Overpressure Rupture Not Classified Above:




Fire Marshall Kenneth Renoux
Inspector Michael Vaccaro
Inspector Brian Donaldson
Inspector/Public Education Richard Strand
Secretary Pat Gerren
The Fire Marshal's Office is dedicated to the prevention of fires and the life safety of Nashua's
citizens. This is accomplished through three major areas: code enforcement, fire investigation,
and public education.
Code enforcement ranges from the inspection of existing occupancies to the plan review of new
construction projects. Nearly 328 projects were either reviewed or inspected this year and 2,691
other inspections were conducted, ranging from simple fire hazards to complex analysis of
existing buildings.
The local economy continues to add to the number of vacant buildings in this city. An aggressive
program of enforcement of the vacant building ordinance, including walking patrols in target
areas, has been extremely successful and cost effective.
The city's sprinkler ordinance continues to be an effective tool in reducing fire and life loss. As
a result of the ordinance, seven city schools have been retrofitted with sprinklers during their
remodeling. Parents of children attending these schools can be assured that their children are in
a school with state of the art protection.
Effective lobbying and monitoring of the safety issues in the State Legislature has given Nashua
a strong voice and a great deal of credibility resulting in a member of this office being
nominated to serve on a study committee during the past legislative session.
Nearly 100 fires were investigated by this division. A strong and cooperative relationship with
the Nashua Police Department, resulting in many arrests, has kept the arson rate in this city
below that of cities of comparable size.
Nashua continues to be a leader in public fire education. A wide variety of programs is available
for all age groups. The elementary school "Learn Not To Bum" Program is in its tenth year and
continues to be an outstanding success. The program is also successful that 10% of all know
"saves" in the nationwide program have occurred in Nashua. As difficult times call for
alternative funding of programs, we are grateful to the civic and business associations, who have
donated funds and materials for these programs.
Division members attended professional development courses and seminars at the National Fire
Academy, St. Anselms College, New York State Fire Academy, National Fire Protection
Association, New England Association of Fire Marshals, and the Mass. Association of Arson
Investigators. In addition, members have taught courses regionally on fire investigation, arson
awareness and public fire education.
In closing, the Fire Marshal's Office is here to serve you in lessening your chance of being








FIRE PREVENTION SERVICES FOR THE PUBLIC:
77 School Smoke Drills
182 Talks Given
131 Press Releases for Fires
132 Press Releases Other
337 Other - Misc.
1 Other - lAFF Bum Prev. Drive/P.L. Mall w/Pluggie
65 Other - Smoke Drill Pkgs to Schools/Day Cares
2 Other - French Hill Awareness Program
1 Other - Hudson Fireworks Scene
85 Other - Adopt-A-Hydrant Announcements
1 Other - Participant/Speaker at Gilford/Laconia Arson Workshop
1 Other - Flame Test
1 Other - Earth Day Demo - Greeley Park
3,028 Other - Food on the Stove Awareness
8,731 Monthly Public Service Announcements







23 Wood Stove Inspections
7 Fireplace Inspections
491 Single Family Smoke Detector Inspections
1 ,077 1 & 2 Family Smoke Detector Inspections
1,809 Multi-Family Smoke Detector Inspections
156 Smoke Detector Reinspections
318 Tours of Fire Stations by Groups
6,262 Total Number of People on Tours
Other - Check Airport Fuel Depot for Air Show
Other - Fire Lane Inspection
Other - Site Tour of Hollis Crossing
Other - Burning Permit
Other - Scout Firemanship Review
Other - Reviewed Handouts
Other - Inspection
Time spent on Fire Prevention Activities 1,051 HOURS
FIRE COMMISSIONERS
Richard Harrington, Chairman
Robert Dawe, Vice Chairman
Mark Piekarski, Member
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DEPARTMENT ROSTER

















































































































































TRAINING DIVISION ROGER HATFIELD
The department continued to spend many hours during the year upgrading the levels of personnel
certification. Current certification levels with NHFST of our 162 fire suppression and support
personnel are as follows:
F.F. Level I 6 NHFST HazMat Decon Inst 1
F.F. Career Level 12 Fire Instructor I 34
NHFST Ed. Meth. Inst 1 Haz Mat Technician 2
F.F. Level II 85 Fire Instructor II 1
NHFST/NFA I.C. Inst 1 Public Safety Dispatcher Program 8
F.F. Level III 43 Fire Instructor III 1
NHFST Haz Mat Inst 2 Fire Instructor IV 1
Driver Operator 10 State Instructors 3
Company Officer I & II 8
Along with these certifications, other certifications held by department members include:
lAFC & NFPA Inspector I 1
Inspector 1 & 2 3
lAAI Certified Inspector 3
Also various members hold degrees from college level programs. They are as follows:







We continue to add new video tape programs to the training division library. Our library presently
has approximately 425 video tapes that are used daily to assist in furthering the education of our
members.
The Nashua Fire Department welcomed 9 new members to the department during FY92. They are
Recruit Firefighters Richard Barrows, Gregory Bronson, Brian Dubois, Karl Gerhard, Michael Kass,
John Paris, Thomas Perault, Daniel Teague and Richard Wood.
The scheduled training breakdown for all nashua Fire Department Suppression personnel during
FY92 consisted of First Responder Program, Hazardous Materials Awareness/Operations Program,
Hazardous Materials Decontamination Program, Aids Awareness. These hours do not reflect the time
spent by the Company Officers training their personnel during the year or individual study time or
testing for various levels of certification.
The Nashua Training Ground, located on W.HoUis Street, continues to be widely used throughout
the year. All NFD Companies and various Mutual Aid Departments, as well as NHFST utilize this
facility on a weekly and monthly basis. The two newest props to the training ground are a Roof
Venting simulator and a Vehicle Fire Simulator. These two props are under construction at this time,
and have been donated by Mutual Aid Departments, Energy North and Public Service.





90-02 Incident Command (Revised)
91-04 Cascade System Procedures
92-02 Location of Flat Head Axe and Hooligan Bar on Apparatus
92-03 Combustible Gas Indicator & Oxygen Alarm Model 260
92-04 Responding to Code "30"
Various department members assisted the training division during the year in writing these SOP's.
Various specialized course/seminars were attended by department members during FY92. They are:
* NHFST/NFA Incident Command T-T-T Instructor Course - 16 hours
* NHFST Ed. Meth. Instructor Course - 45 hours - 2 members
* NHA Chemistry of Hazardous Materials - 80 hours - 7 members
* 3 House Bums 6 days - 8 hours each day (NFPA Movie)
The nations fire service continues to go through changes and encounter new hazards, and our
firefighters in Nashua are involved in this. The staff of the training division are responsible for the
training and education to maintain and upgrade our department members to meet these new
challenges. We are prepared to carry out this function to assure that our members receive the best
available training, to protect the citizens of Nashua and handle any incident they are called upon in
a safe manner.
The citizens of Nashua can be assured that they receive the best protection possible through the
dedication of the men and women of the Nashua Fire Department throughout the year.
A major accomplishment that was achieved during FY92 was the training and certification of all NFD
personnel in these NHFST programs to meet current State and Federal Regulations. These programs
on Hazardous Materials Awareness/Operational and Haz Mat Decon, ran over a period of 8 months
and encompassed 48 hours of training for each department member.
A special thanks goes to Chief Michael Howard, who has left the training division to become the
Chief of Wolfeboro, NH Fire Department for his many hours of hard work and dedication to the
Nashua Fire Department and the Training Division. Thank you Mike!
Again, we close another productive year and I would like to thank the other members of the training





On behalf of the members of the Board of Trustees of the Public Library of Nashua, the Chairman
is privileged and pleased again for the twenty-third year to present to you The Trustees' Report for
the period July 1,1991 through June 30,1992.
An Honored Trustee Is Remembered
The Trustees and citizens of Nashua mourned the loss of Edith G. Carter who died the day before
Christmas in her 93rd year. The Telegraph in an editorial on December 29, 1991, "A Caring Life
Has Ended, expressed the feelings of all toward an eminent and gracious citizen of Nashua.
She faithfully served as a library trustee for thirty-four years, retiring in 1973, two years after the
dedication of the new City library on Court Street. The $2 million library is, in a sense, Ediths and
Eliots special place and one of the finest gifts ever made to the City of Nashua.
Edith Carters life and her generous spirit will be remembered. Thousands of library users are
beneficiaries of one of her interests. Nashua was enduringly improved by the presence and caring
ways of this intelligent, warm and thoughtful woman.
May her family obtain consolation from her achievements and may she find eternal rest and reward
in the hereafters most graceful spheres.
Trustees Continue the Spirit of Service
At a Joint Convention with The Board of Aldermen, Roger H. Osgood, Jr. was unanimously elected
for a seven year term on The Board of Library Trustees.
During the year, the Trustees acknowledged the dedicated service of Muriel E. Shaw who succeeded
Edith G. Carter.
On October 1, 1991, the Trustees unanimously
RESOLVED: That the Board of Library Trustees express deep appreciation for the
outstanding contributions of Trustee Muriel E. Shaw during her tenure as
Trustee from 1973 - 1991, as well as her enthusiastic support of and
involvement in efforts toward greater literacy.
Special gratitude is extended to Maurice L. Arel and Caroline B. Mason who were
appointed to The Budget Subcommittee. Much time and expertise were given toward the
work of creating the Library budget.
Finally, the Chairman wishes to thank all the members of The Board of Trustees for their continued
efforts on behalf of the Library during a year of economic challenges and plans for future growth.
The Library Pauses to Celebrate
The Chairman on Sunday, September 29, 1991, addressed a gathering of over 250 dignitaries and
guests to celebrate 20 years of service in the Library on Court Street.
Maurice L. Arel, former President of The Board of Aldermen and former Mayor of Nashua and now
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a Trustee of the Library, spoke on the joint efforts needed to accomplish the building of the new
facility.
John A. Carter presented poignant recollections of his fathers efforts to see the project completed.
The other speakers included special guests Gene Bums of WRKO Radio, former Librarian Joseph
G. Sakey, and current Librarian Clarke S. Davis.
The successful event was held in the West Wing area which is to house the Music, Art, and Media
Department. The project, though critically needed, has been delayed due to budgetary restraints.
Though twenty years had passed, those present acknowledged that library construction does not come
easily. Through vision, cooperation, and hard work it will be achieved!
Library Trust Funds Help Provide Quality Services
The Chairman gratefully noted the final distribution of The Henry Steams Fund established under
the will of his daughter, Miss Anna Steams, for the purpose of providing reading matter for the
citizens of Nashua. Income already has been used to add new CD-ROM Reference services and
extensive art and circulating books for the collection. Greater depth and comprehensive coverage of
topics is now possible thanks to a most gracious benefactor.
Trustees consulted Shirley Gray Adamovich, New Hampshire Commissioner of Libraries and
Cultural Affairs, who offered her expertise and advice about use of The Steams Fund.
On January 7, 1992, the Trustees unanimously
RESOLVED: That a special enclosed room be created adjacent to the Hunt Room in the area
to be vacated by the Music, Art, Media Department and that it be called The
Henry Steams Room.
Establishment of the room is contingent on completion of the West Wing when the space becomes
available.
Income from The Charles Zylonis Lithuanian Heritage Center helped pay for the printing of a
photographic essay by area Lithuanian Kazys Daugela depicting scenes from his youth in Lithuania
continuing up to contemporary events in the Nashua area.
In addition, the Fund paid expenses for Carol Smiglin of Hollis to participate in a teacher exchange
program in Lithuania in the fall of 1992 in an effort to take advantage of newly available cultural
cooperation with that country. We are optimistic that the intent of benefactor Charles Zylonis will
at last be accomplished partly due to political events he may have dreamed about but did not live to
see.
The Burbank Fund provided funds for the creation of a poster by area artist Victoria Elbroch showing
opposite sides of Main Street in downtown Nashua. Proceeds from sale of the posters and postcards
will be used for other projects already being considered.
The Constitution Fund was established in the fall of 1991 with the gift of $1,875 dollars from Edgar
Lewis, its Chairman, on September 16, 1991, on behalf of The U. S. Constitution Bicentennial
Committee of Nashua for the purpose of promoting an understanding and appreciation of The U.S.
Constitution and Bill of Rights as the two living documents relate to our current lives.
Finally, the Trustees are making progress in clarifying use of The Hunt Fund including provision for
receiving additional principal in the event the Hunt Building is sold.
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Chandler Memorial Library Remains Valuable Landmark
Income from the Fund left by the late Miss Mabel Chandler has once again paid for renovations to
her elegant property at 257 Main Street.
Hundreds of citizens attended free human service meetings, seminars, and programs held in the
Conference Room and former upstairs chambers of the Victorian residence.
Nashuans continually comment with great pride about the fine service the building provides at
minimal cost to the taxpayer.
Recent work includes porch balustrade repairs and painting, new ceilings in the front parlors on the
main floor, and new lighting fixtures.
Many patrons appreciate the quiet ambiance of the marbled fireplaces and richly detailed reading
rooms.
Local resident and former Governor Hugh Gregg granted permission to the Nashua Public Library
and The Nashua Historical Society to duplicate and add to their circulating collections film footage
made by his late brother, David A. Gregg IL Scenes include footage of the fires of February 16,
1930, at The Merchant's Exchange Building and of May 4, 1930, of the Crown Hill Fire, as well
as of the fiood of 1936.
Presentation of the films drew large audiences requiring a second showing. We are proud to have
this valuable archival resource as part of our collection on Nashua history.
In March of 1992, the Library received several documents from the family of the late Edith G.
Carter, including personal papers outlining the December 2, 1968 gift from Eliot A. Carter, which
was instrumental in making the new library on Court Street possible.
Personnel Recognition
Yvonne Lavallee joined the staff on December 9, 1991, as Library Assistant I on the Bookmobile,
Debra Flanagan was promoted to Library Assistant I in the Music, Art, Media Department on
January 7, 1992, and on May 5, 1992, Constance Vandervort was hired as Library Assistant I in the
Childrens Area.
Beginning March 1992 with a tour of Technical Services by Susan Howes, the Trustees invited
department supervisors to speak to the Board and explain the services in their areas of expertise. In
April, Kathy Richardson gave a tour of the Children's Area; in May, Ann Warren explained the
Music, Art, Media Department, and in June, Nancy Grant conducted a tour of the General Adult
Services Department.
The Chairman on behalf of the Trustees recognizes the valued performance of the Library
Administration and Staff in communicating to our patrons the services and resources available.
Finally, we express our gratitude to Mayor Wagner, City government, and, most of all, the citizens













Asst. Supervisor, Business Dept.
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Superintendent Berard Masse, Ph.D.




The New Hampshire School Improvement Program (SIP) is a project to help local school teams
work collaboratively to develop plans for improving their schools and ensuring success for all
students. Nashua High and Pennichuck Junior High schools have become part of this program. SIP
is based upon a practical application of twenty years of research nationally that identified the
characteristics of an effective school. It also applies research in how to make lasting change to
improve student learning, behavior, attitude and success in general.The local teams involve parents,
volunteers, students, community and business people as well as school practitioners. These people,
who must "deliver" the school improvements, are a part of designing and planning the changes.
The program goals for each school are:
Having high expectations of every student and adult
Involving parents and community
Establishing a clear set of goals and strategies shared by all
Creating dynamic, effective leadership
Reflecting the school's goals with a cohesive curriculum
Utilizing a collaborative method of working
Assuring a school "climate" that is both orderly and caring
SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS
The Nashua School Volunteer Program enjoyed expanded and continued success as, once again, all
sixteen of Nashua's schools earned the Governor's Blue Ribbon Achievement Award for schools with
outstanding school volunteer programs. There were 6,277 volunteers comprised of business leaders,
parents, senior citizens, and students who contributed 132,116 hours of their time to our schools.
Some of the major areas where volunteers devoted their efforts included tutoring, as library
assistants, English-as-a-Second Language tutors, classroom assistants, and as speakers. Volunteers
ventured into a new service this past year by rendering assistance to school nurses in performing eye
screening for all elementary students.
We are proud of how our school volunteers have had a significant impact on the educational
opportunities available to our children.
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DISTRICT GOALS 1990 - 91
1. To achieve, district-wide and at each school, obtained scores (median national percentile) at
least equal to anticipated scores (median anticipated national percentile) on the California
achievement tests; also, to improve test results when compared to prior years.
2. To continue to address the issue of at-risk students with particular emphasis placed on
lowering annual drop-out rates and improving high school graduation rates.
3. To improve services to students enrolled in english-as-a-second language programs
4. To improve attendance rates for both students and staff.
5. To complete by June 30, 1991 a study of vocational education which assesses current
programs and practices and which provides direction for future changes and improvements.
6. To use recommendations from the new england association of schools and colleges visting
team evaluations and from other studies and projects as a basis for school improvement
efforts; to support the efforts of nashua high school and pennichuck junior high school as they
become involved with the new hampshire school improvement program.
7. To place added emphasis on aids education as part of efforts to continue to expand and to
improve the health education program.
8. To provide support to nashua's involvement as a model site for the special education system's
change/integration project.
9. To continue implementing the multi-year capital improvements program which addresses
issues of added space and needed renovations.
10. To plan for changes in elementary school attendence areas resulting from added capacity at




For the fourth consecutive year, Nashua High School won the Class L Granite State All Sport trophy.
This award goes to the Class L School state-wide that accumulates the most points annually through
athletic competition.
Participation in althletics in the District has increased and now exceeds the 1,300 level, while
nationally, participation in athletics has declined. This year state championships were won in Boys
Basketball and Baseball. The basketball team won a Christmas Tournament held in Brockton,
Massachusetts. The new weight room at Nashua High has been completed. The facility was
constructed with the assistance of the Friends of Nashua High School Football.
SPECIAL EDUCATION INTEGRATION PROJECT
For the past two years, the Nashua School District has been designated as a model demonstration site
under the auspices of the State wide Systems Change Project. The goal of the project is to integrate
significantly handicapped students into the public school system. Youngsters formerly assigned to
out-of-di strict day and residential placements now have the opportunity to attend their neighborhood
schools and are integrated into regular education classes and programs, with proper support.
The research and best practices literature compiled over the past fifteen years overwhelmingly
supports including handicapped children in programs with their non-handicapped, age-appropriate
peers. Regular and special education teachers in the Nashua schools are co-planning and co-teaching
in the regular classroom setting, bringing a diversity of ideas and teaching strategies to the fore,
setting positive examples of team work, and underlining the importance of a strong, positive, values
system. In the process, the student-staff ratio is improved, and most importantly, the district
demonstrates it's commitment to each student's needs and civil rights.
BUS TRANSPORTATION
Each school day, forty-six regular school buses and twenty-three mini-buses transport 7,200 students
to and from school. In addition to providing daily transportation services for students at tending
school within the City of Nashua, a few students are also transported to schools in Massachusetts and
Connecticut where their specific special education programs are met.
The School District and Ryder Student Transportation Services joined together to develop and
implement a school bus safety awareness program for the elementary school level. "Buster the
Talking School Bus Safety Program" introduced school bus safety to students through the use of a
talking robotic school bus. By blinking his eyes, flashing his lights, and talking to students, Buster
was able to entertain and reinforce school bus safety messages to a young captive audience.
The Nashua School District entered into a three year extension of its current School Bus
Transportation Contract with Ryder Student Transportation Services to provide school bus
transportation services for students and personnel of the Nashua School District through the
1993-1994 school year.
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
One of the first elementary school Student Assistance Programs (SAP) in the nation was established
at the Broad Street Elementary School during the 1990-91 school year. Faculty members, the school
nurse, the principal and two parent representatives were trained during the summer of 1990 in the
procedures and purposes of the SAP program, and in using effective techniques for running student
support groups.
The support groups were instituted at Broad Street School with sixty-seven students participating. The
purpose of the groups is to help students cope with anxieties and pressures in their daily
environments. Groups range from "new student" support groups to support groups for students
coping with significantly dysfunctional life experiences such as divorce, alcohol dependency of a
family member, serious illness, etc.
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Junior and senior high school groups have been in place in the nation for several years and have
proved to be very valuable for students. Broad Street's elementary program has demonstrated the
value of providing this type of support during the early school years.
STUDENT AND FACULTY HONORS
Nashua School District students and staff throughout 1990-91 have received numerous honors and
awards for individual and group achievement. Among these are:
LiesI Hasenfuss, Nashua Senior High School, 1991 Valedictorian - Steve Norris, Nashua Senior
High music teacher, named New Hampshire Outstanding Music Educator of the Year - Curt True,
Bicentennial fifth grade student, national winner in the international invention convention sponsored
by Silver Burdett and Ginn and first place winner for his grade level in the New Hampshire Young
Inventor' s Program - Berard Masse, Superintendent of Schools, named New Hampshire
Superintendent of the Year - Janet Eanes, Abigail Karin, and Jason Kittredge, Nashua Senior High
School, National Merit Finalists - Joseph Thirault, Fairgrounds Elementary School student, winner
of the Marriott Menu Contest - Kelly Fox, Mt. Pleasant fifth grader, one of fourteen girls chosen
to represent New Hampshire at the AAU Associate Girls' Basketball Tournament in New Platz, NY
- Joanna Holland, Pennichuck Jr. High student, 2nd in state and 4th in New England in the National
French exam - Alvaro Guillen, Sunset Heights sixth grader, state-wide winner of the Clean Water
Week Poster contest - Erin Ackerman, Nashua Senior High, Hugh O'Brien Youth Foundation
winner.
CURRICULUM AND PROGRAM PLANNING
The Program Planning and Evaluation Committee serves as the system wide coordinating group for
purposes of program evaluation and development. It is comprised of administrators, teachers, a
parent, and a school board member. The Program Planning and Evaluation Committee is charged
with the following responsibilities; (1) to review, normally prior to December 1 of each year,
requests for new programs or courses and recommendations for course consolidations and
eliminations; (2) to coordinate the school district's long-range curriculum planning efforts; (3) to keep
informed about technological and methodological developments affecting education in an effort to find
more efficient and effective ways to achieve educational outcomes; (4) to establish a method for
review of all program areas over a five to seven-year period; and (5) to assist in monitoring the
curriculum-related recommendations from major studies which, of necessity, extend beyond the time





(October 1990 Testing for Grade 6 and April, 1991 Testing for Grades 2, 4, 8, and 10)
(Median Score = 50)
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were initially accredited during the 1970's when regional accreditation was open to junior and middle
schools.
The opportunity for accreditation by the NEAS&C was extended to elementary schools during the
mid-1980's. Nashua's 12 elementary schools were among the first in New England to seek and be
awarded regional accreditation.
Once accredited, a school must continue to meet accreditation standards and must submit periodic
reports. Also, Uie school needs to engage in formal self-study and host a visiting committee






ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (ZBA)
Chairman Russell Vemey
Vice Chairman Patricia Gocximan
Secretary Susan Douglas
Member Gwen Krailo




Member (Term Ended 9/11/90) June Adams
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is a citizen board appointed by the City to hear and decide on
requests for special exception land uses and variances to the Nashua Zoning Ordinances. The Board
provides a channel for appeals to decisions of the Zoning Administrator and has the power to grant
relief to properties having a proven hardship which is not addressed in the ordinances. It is the duty
of the Zoning Administrator to officially interpret, administer, and enforce the Nashua Zoning
Ordinances, as prepared by the Planning Board and enacted by the Board of Aldermen.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment conducts its meetings twice a month in two or more sessions. In
FY 1990/1991, the Zoning Board heard 30 requests for special exceptions. The Board granted 29 and
denied 1. In this same period, 91 variances were requested of which 80 cases were granted and 11
denied.
The revenues received for ZBA applications are incorporated into the budget of the Community
Development Division. In fiscal year 1990/1991, the City received approximately $16,843 in
application fees. Expenditures during the year were for advertising, educational services, postage,
stenographic services, and travel allowances.
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NASHUA CITY PLANNING BOARD (NCPB)
Chairman James F Cody
Vice Chairman Arnold Boucher
Secretary Kathy Verracco
Ex-Officio Member Mayor James W Donchess
Ex-Officio Member Donald J Dyer, Alderman






The Nashua City Planning Board is comprised of appointed members charged with assessing The
Board formulates recommendations on and directing the future growth of the City, various city
policies and programs, and advises different agencies regarding public facilities and capital projects
or improvements. Implementation of the City Master Plan is a primary responsibility of the Planning
Board and forwarded as proposed standards or ordinances to the Board of Aldermen. The Planning
Board also has legal responsibility for the review and approval of all plans for the subdivision of land
into lots, and all site plans for any new or expanded multi-family, commercial or industrial facilities.
PROJECT REVIEW SUMMARY
During Fiscal Year 1990-1991, the Nashua City Planning Board, with technical assistance provided
by the Planning Staff, reviewed and approved 33 subdivisions creating 69 new lots in Nashua. These
totals decreased from Fiscal Year 89/90 when 46 subdivisions were approved creating 258 new lots.
The Planning Board also approved 7 lot line relocations and 5 consolidation plans.
During Fiscal Year 1990-1991, the Planning Board and Staff reviewed 50 site plans. This was a
decrease from Fiscal Year 89/90 when 83 site plans were approved. This total is made up of the
following: Industrial, 2 plans; commercial, 6 plans; community facilities, 2 plans; and, revisions,
40 plans.
Notable site plans approved during Fiscal Year 1990 included: Coca Cola Waste Water Treatment
Facility, Amherst Street (lOlA); TGI Fridays, Amherst Street (lOlA), 6,000 s.f. There were 6
gasoline station renovations and addition projects in the City. The Planning Board also approved a
6,000 s.f. medical office building for the Nashua Regional Cancer Center. Initial discussions were
held with BJ's Wholesale Club proposed 107,000 s.f. retail and Costco Wholesale Club proposed
118,000 s.f. retail. The Costco Wholesale Club rezoning (0-91-87) was introduced and referred to
the Planning Board under the innovative concurrent rezoning/site plan ordinance.
During Fiscal Year 1990-1991, Planning Board application fees collected totaled approximately
$28,002. Additional items the Planning Board considered and sent recommendations to the Board of
Aldermen and its applicable Committee in Fiscal Year 1990-1991 included:
a. Ordinance Changes
0-90-59 Relative to the Regulation of Uses and Activities in and adjacent to Wetlands (Board
of Aldermen Decision - Indefinite Postponement)
0-90-60 Regulating the Manufacture, Distribution, Sale, and Recycling of Products which
utilize Ozone Depleting Compounds (Approved 3/26/91)
0-91-86 Amending the City Ordinances pertaining to Buildings and Building Regulations.
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0-91-87 (Costco Wholesale Club) Relative to the Changing of the Zoning of Land
Located on Daniel Webster Highway from a PI to an HB Zone (Approved 9/10/91)
b. Resolutions
R-90-84 Designating Certain Wetlands within the City of Nashua as Prime Wetland
(Approved 5/28/91)
R-91-111 Relative to the Deletion of Wards 5, 8, and 9 from the Southwest Parkway
(Indefinite Postponement)
BOARD OF HOUSING APPEALS
Chairman Robert Tamposi, Welfare Officer
Member Martin Burke, Health Officer
Member Chief Richard Navaroli, NFD
The Board of Housing Appeals held hearings to view complaints and notices of unfit for human
habitation:
26 September 1991
3 Van Buren Street - The Board condemned the building.
Temporary and long term repairs were to be made to make the building structurally sound.
30 July 1991
88 West HoUis Street - The Board condemned the building.
Occupancy of the building was not allowed until such time as the building met all applicable
codes and standards.
BUILDING CODE BOARD OF APPEALS
Chairman John A. Carter
Vice-Chairman Gerard Roberge
Member Joseph W. Hogan
Member Alvin B. Corzilius
Member David Farr
Alternate Member John W. Rudolph
Alternate Member Richard Cane
Alternate Member David W. Cheever
The Building Code Board of Appeals hearings and decisions:
25 July 1991
Regarding the requirement of providing felt underlayment for shingles.
The Board decided the underlayment code requirement would be upheld.
7 and 21 November 1991
Reviewing the proposed 1990 code ordinance (#0-91-86 - Buildings and Building Regulations) with
the purpose of making recommendations to the Board of Aldermen.




Regarding the use of a grease interceptor at a delicatessen.
TTie Board allowed the grease interceptor to be used at the new location.
6 and 20 April, and 1 June 1992
Regarding the building permit application for a retail adult book and video store.
The Board decided the building permit application was filed with the City after the posting of the
ordinance and therefore could not be issued in accordance with RSA 676:12.
7 May 1992
Regarding the unsafe structures at the old tannery site property.
The Board ordered the buildings and tanks secured.
3 September 1992
Regarding a variance for a temporary structure at the hospital on Prospect Street.
One year's use was granted, with the provision an early warning system be approved by the Fire
Marshal's Office.
HARRIS/HUNT LECTURE FUNDS
The combined Ira Harris and Moses Hunt Lecture Funds regularly present lectures and musical
programs which have been well received by the public. The "Bach Lunch" summer noontime
concerts have been held in the theater of the Court Street Library for three years. Performers for
these popular concerts are obtained through the cooperation of the Nashua Symphony Association.
An ongoing program is "Music in the Schools" in which members of the Nashua Symphony
Orchestra demonstrate various instruments to students in the elementary schools. This program has
stimulated interest in the musical instruction offered in the schools. In the Spring of 1990 the Funds
supported two programs at the Senior High School on African dance and folk tales.
Lectures offered to the public have been on a variety of topics, including archeology, sports. Middle
East problems, daily life in the Soviet Union and China. From time to time poetry readings have
been sponsored such as the appearance in June, 1991, of Donald Hall, former Poet Laureate of New
Hampshire.
The Moses Hunt Fund was left to the City of Nashua over a hundred years ago; the Ira F. Harris
Fund was left as a bequest in the will of Mrs. Harris in 1936. The income generated by the two
funds provides cultural and educational programs free of charge to the people of Nashua. Combining
the two trusts into a single operating body has worked out well.
TRUSTEES - HARRIA FUND
Donald Marquis
Florence Shepard
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